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ABSTRACT  

The impact of ionizing radiation exposure on the immune system is dramatic and 

potentially lethal. The mechanism behind the radiosensitivity of immune subsets 

has been the concern of researchers for decades, while the long-term effects of 

radiation exposure in youth have been scarcely explored. The life-long impact of 

very prevalent latent human viruses, such as Cytomegalovirus (CMV), have 

recently been brought to the forefront of aging research. However, most short 

and long-term studies of radiation on the immune system have been performed 

with animals devoid of latent viruses. Here we describe an innate cause for 

immune subset radiosensitivity differences, and introduce a post-exposure 

intervention. We also describe the effects of latent CMV on acute immune 

sensitivity. Further, we discover that the long-term impact of radiation exposure 

on the immune system is dependent on whether or not latent CMV was present 

at the time of exposure. These findings intersect with the research fields of DNA 

repair, radiobiology, virology, aging, basic immunity, and stand to inform future 

radiation policy and research.  
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AUTHOR’S NOTE  

As with any multidisciplinary endeavor, the approach to background 

involves whole disciplines and therefore an uncomfortable choice: proceed with 

substantial depth, and lose the interest of everyone outside a given field, or 

proceed by crudely summarizing, and risk offending the sophistication of each 

field in turn. I have attempted to hit the mean: providing enough details for a 

linear understanding of all topics, but omitting much not directly relevant to the 

experiments and conclusions that follow. The immunology background section is 

therefore meant to provide only enough detail for those unfamiliar with the 

subject to easily follow the remainder of the dissertation. Similarly, the subject of 

radiobiology is inextricably enmeshed with the physical science and application 

of radiation itself; a topic well beyond the breadth of this thesis. This dissertation 

will therefore proceed with apology to the many great scientists omitted, and for 

the many profound subtleties generalized.  
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL BACKGROUND  

SECTION 1.1 – IMMUNITY AND PATHOGENS   

1.1.1 General Immune Review: Cell Types and Basic F unctions  

Innate immunity is the first line of defense against infection. It is so called 

because it responds in a generic way, although whole families of pathogens 

receive distinct treatment. As most pathogens used in the experimental portion of 

this study are viral, this immune review will concentrate on viral control. Immune 

cell types relevant to this study, and their general properties and identifying 

markers, are presented in Table 1. 

Viral pathogens must multiply inside a host cell, as apposed to 

extracellular bacterial or fungi. Typically a virus has evolved to target specific 

receptor(s) on a specific cell type or lineage (1). Dendritic Cells (DC) and 

Macrophages (MP) are among specialized innate immune cells that present 

peptides from the digested proteins of invading pathogens to other immune cells 

(2-4). They are referred to collectively as antigen presenting cells (APC). These 

cells acquire viral proteins through three general routes: they have become  
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Table 1: Immune cell subsets examined in this study , known roles, and identifying markers 
used in this study.  

Cell Subset  Markers 
(Mouse) 

Markers (Human) Immune Roles 

NK 
 

CD3-, NK1.1+, 
CD49b+ 

CD56+ CD16+ 
CD3- 

Killing infected / 
dysfunctional cells 

NKT  
 

CD3+, NK1.1+, 
CD49b+ 

Not examined  Rapid cytokine release 

γδT  CD3+, γδTCR+ Not examined Cytokine release – gut, 
skin, mucosal tissues 

CD4 T 
Regulatory  

CD4+, CD8- 
Foxp3+ 

Not examined Suppressing immune 
response 

CD4 
Effector 
Memory T  

CD4+, CD8-, 
CD44+, 
CD62L- 

CD14-, CD3+, 
CD4+, CD8-, 
CD28- 

Cytokine release, help B 
and CD8, cytotoxic Killing? 
(repeat pathogen) 

CD4 Central 
Memory T  

CD4+, CD8-, 
CD44+, 
CD62L+ 

CD14-, CD3+, 
CD4+, CD8-, 
CD28-high, CD95-
high, Naïve 
exclusion 

Stem-cell-like reserve. 
Fight previously 
encountered microbes if 
EM and Antibody cannot 
contain them. (repeat 
pathogen) 

CD4 Naive 
T  
 

CD4+, CD8-, 
CD44-, 
CD62L+ 
 

CD14-, CD3+, 
CD4+, CD8-, 
CD28+, CD45RA+, 
CCR7+ 

No effector function. 
Activated by antigen 
presenting cells to become 
CD8 Effector cells. (new 
pathogen) 

CD8 
Effector 
Memory T  
 

CD8+, CD4-, 
CD44+, 
CD62L- 
 

CD14-, CD3+, 
CD4-, CD8+, 
CD28- 

Tissue resident, detect 
and attack infected cells 
(repeat pathogen) 

CD8 Central 
Memory T  
 

CD8+, CD4-, 
CD44+, 
CD62L+ 
 

CD14-, CD3+, 
CD4-, CD8+, 
CD28-high, CD95-
high, Naïve 
exclusion 

Stem-cell-like reserve. 
Fight previously 
encountered microbes if 
EM and Ab cannot contain 
them. (repeat pathogen)  
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Cell Subset  Markers 
(Mouse) 

Markers (Human) Immune Roles 

CD8 Short-
lived 
Effectors 
(SLEC) 

CD8+, CD4-, 
KLRG1-high, 
CD127-low 

Unknown Detect and attack infected 
Cells (Currently invading 
pathogen) 

CD8 
Memory 
pre-cursors 
(MPEC) 

CD8+, CD4-, 
KLRG1-low, 
CD127-high 

Unknown Become memory T cell 
(Currently invading 
pathogen) 
 

CD8 OVA-
tet+  

CD8+, CD4-, 
CD44+, OVA 
tet+ 

N/A Detect and attack cells 
displaying OVA peptide. 
(LM-OVA infection) 

CD8 M139-
tet+  

CD8+, CD4-, 
CD44+, m139 
tet+ 

N/A Detect and attack cells 
displaying m139 peptide. 
(mCMV, latent infection)  

CD8 M45-
tet+  

CD8+, CD4-, 
CD44+, m45 
tet+ 

N/A Detect and attack cells 
displaying m45 peptide. 
(mCMV, acute infection)  

CD8 NS4B-
tet+  

CD8+, CD4-, 
CD44+, NS4B 
tet+ 

N/A Detect and attack cells 
displaying NS4B peptide. 
(WNV, acute infection) 

CD8 Naive 
T  
 

CD8+, CD4-, 
CD44-, 
CD62L+ 
 

CD14-, CD3+, 
CD4-, CD8+, 
CD28+, CD45RA+, 
CCR7+ 

No effector function. 
Activated by antigen 
presenting cells to become 
CD8 Effector cells. (new 
pathogen) 

B (IgD) 
 

CD3-, CD19+, 
B220+, IgD-
high 

Not examined Produce Ab (Type 
switched) 

B (IgM)  CD3-, CD19+, 
B220+, IgM-
high 

Not examined Produce Ab (new 
pathogen) 
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directly infected, they have pinocytized free virus in the body, or they have 

phagocytized another infected cell that is dead or dying (5). Phagocytized cells or 

cellular debris are internalized in specialized vesicles that contain groups of Toll 

Like Receptors (TLR), which sense broad motifs of non-self molecules, including 

microbial proteins, lipids, sugars and nucleotides. Other TLRs reside in the 

cytoplasm or on the cell surface of APCs (6). 

Once the virus is inside the APC, its proteins are subject to degradation 

and subsequent extracellular presentation (7). This presentation occurs on a 

specialized peptide presentation protein: the Major Histocompatibility Complex 

encoded molecule (MHC) (8). If the APC is directly infected by a virus, 

degradation of viral proteins occurs through a similar pathway that applies to all 

self-proteins (9). These endogenous peptides are presented on MHC-I. In the 

case that the APC received the virus or viral protein through some form of 

endocytosis, the proteins are broken down in the endosome (10). These 

exogenous peptides are presented on MHC-II. Peptides presented on MHC-I 

therefore generally represent both self and foreign elements originating from 

inside the cell, while peptides presented on MHC-II represent self or foreign 

peptides that have originated outside the cell. In addition, APC’s have a 
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specialized process known as cross-presentation, which allows the presentation 

of peptides derived from extracellular sources on MHC-I (11). Endogenous 

peptides also enter the MHC-II pathway, likely through autophagy (12). 

When TLRs are activated, APCs begin to express a variety of membrane-

bound surface molecules in tandem with antigen presentation, such that 

elements of the adaptive immune system can be activated. In addition, APCs 

release a variety of soluble warning signals, such as cytokines, chemokines, and  

Type-I interferons. These signals promote immune function, promote chemotaxis, 

and generally alert distant cells that infection is at hand. 

T cells are part of the adaptive immune system, and derive from 

hematopoietic progenitors in the bone marrow. T cell progenitors travel to and 

mature in a specialized organ: the thymus (13). Through a process of 

programmed germ-line DNA recombination and random nucleotide addition, 

each individual T cell in the thymus develops a uniquely encoded receptor (14). 

This receptor, known as the T cell receptor (TCR), potentially recognizes a 

peptide bound to the MHC molecule presented by other cells. The possible 

combinations for this newly shuffled TCR gene are on the order of 1015 (15). As 

the ultimate goal of the TCR is to discriminate self from non-self and mount an 
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immune response outside the thymus, the pool of T cells bearing all possible 

randomly shuffled TCRs must be culled before leaving the thymus (16). This 

culling occurs through three main criteria: T cells that have failed to rearrange a 

TCR, T cells that have by chance encoded a receptor that fails to bind to MHC, 

and T cells that bind strongly to self-derived peptides presented on MHC, all 

commit apoptosis (17-20). This process of maturation and selection in the 

thymus has distinct stages and a spatiotemporal route through the organ, taking 

approximately 21 days to complete in the mouse (21). TCRαβ T cells are divided 

in the thymus into two main flavors with distinct functions: CD8+ T cells and 

CD4+ T cells. Thus, T cells released from the thymus into the periphery 

represent an army of cells with a diverse array of receptors that recognize foreign 

peptides presented on MHC. At this stage, T cells are classified as “Naïve” (22), 

because they have not experienced contact with antigen.  

CD8+ T cells recognize peptides presented on MHC-I (23), which almost 

all cell types constitutively express (24). When the TCR of a CD8+ T cell binds 

with sufficient strength, abundance, and rapidity to MHC-I-peptide complex 

presented by an APC in the proper co-stimulatory context, a Naïve T cell 

becomes “activated (25).” This process is the result of a complex signaling 
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cascade from the TCR on the cell surface, ultimately resulting in the shuttling of 

transcription factors NFkB and NF-AT into the T cell nucleus. These factors 

activate transcription of immune-specific genes. Once activated, the CD8 T cell  

divides rapidly, creating a clonal army of Effector T cells. The members of this 

clonal army of CD8+ Effector T cells attempt to kill any subsequent cell they 

encounter presenting a peptide on MHC-I to which they can bind. In addition, 

CD8 T cells release a variety of cytokines with defensive and immune stimulating 

functions. Although some promiscuity likely exists, this is generally the same 

foreign peptide that activated the initial Naïve T cell. Thus, CD8+ T cells truncate 

the reproduction and spread of intracellular pathogens by killing cells that have 

become infected.  

CD4+ T cells recognize antigens presented on MHC-II, which is typically 

only expressed by specialized APC’s or B cells. When Naïve CD4+ T cells bind 

sufficiently to their cognate MHC-II-peptide complex, they also divide into clonal 

effectors, but only a few of them kill infected cells. Rather, CD4+ effector T cells 

provide help to B cells and their CD8 counterparts through interaction and the 

directed release of cytokines (26, 27). As this help is necessary for proper 

immune functions of other cells, CD4+ T cells act as both a fail-safe to prevent 
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independent activation by other cell types, and orchestrate the overall strategy of 

immune response based on environmental and interactive cues.  

 B cells make up the other arm of the adaptive immune system. Their 

receptor, known as the B cell receptor (BCR), undergoes a similar process of 

germ-line recombination in the bone marrow. A similar process of culling also 

takes place in the bone marrow, continuing after B cells migrate to the spleen, 

such that the BCRs on Naive B cells only effectively recognize foreign antigens 

(28). The BCR itself does not require presentation in the context of MHC, and 

recognizes any foreign body that does not resemble self. When recognition of a 

foreign molecule or combination of molecules occurs, B cells internalize the BCR, 

process the bound foreign protein, and present it on MHC-II to CD4+ T cells (26). 

After receiving confirmatory signals from CD4+ T cells, B cells become activated.  

The BCR is actually a membrane-bound form of antibody (Ab), and 

therefore an individual B cell produces the unique Ab that binds to the foreign 

body that led to its activation. Like T cells, upon activation, B-cells undergo a 

clonal expansion, specifically in the germinal center of the spleen. Following this, 

they undergo an additional phase of germ line mutation and selection to ensure 

high affinity binding of Ab (29). They eventually mature into memory B cells or 
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plasma cells, which re-activate or constitutively secrete Ab from the bone 

marrow, respectively (30). Because most B-cells require CD4+ T cell help for 

activation, their antibody production potential is bound to a system of peptide-

MHC presentation.  

 The clonal armies of T and B cells created during an immune response 

shrink in number after the foreign threat is neutralized. This is accomplished by 

mass apoptosis of effector cells (31). Memory cells generally do not require 

environmental and cooperative cues to perform their immune functions. They can 

produce an immune response immediately and individually. An immune response 

elicited in any one location in the body will result in the occupation of memory T 

cells in a variety of locations throughout the organism (32). Therefore, when the 

same antigens are encountered again, even in a different physiological location, 

a comparatively rapid and aggressive immune response awaits the invading 

pathogen. This is the basis of immunological memory, and the mechanism 

behind vaccination.    

 After a T cell has been activated, it alters the expression of a variety of 

surface proteins. Some of these changes are permanent, and can be used to  
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Figure 1 Diagram of CD8 T cell subsets through infe ction.  
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distinguish categories of cells forever afterwards. Some of these identifying 

markers are outlined in Table 1. Others of these changes are temporary, and can 

be used to identify cells in the midst of a reaction. These include transient up 

regulation of CD69 and CD25, for example (33).  

Maturation from Effector to Memory T cell takes roughly 45 days after the  

initial infection in mice (34). Effector CD8 T cells fated to become memory cells 

can be recognized during the height of infection in mice by high surface 

expression of CD127 and low expression of KLRG1. These are referred to as 

Memory Precursor Cells (MPEC). The contrary surface pattern, KLRG1 high and 

CD127 low, generally marks Short-Lived Effector Cells (SLEC), destined to 

commit apoptosis after the threat is neutralized (31). Following the height of T 

cell responses, but prior to memory maturation, still other markers can be used to 

identify relatively recently activated T cells that have yet to mature to full memory 

status. These include a higher expression of CD11a and lowered expression of 

CD27 (35). 

Memory CD8 T cells can be further divided into two major subsets with 

distinct roles. Central Memory (CM) CD8 T cells are generally found to circulate 

between the blood and lymphoid organs, similar to Naïve T cells. Upon 
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encountering their cognate antigen, they rapidly divide into a new pool of effector 

cells; a response akin to that of a Naïve T cell, but greater in magnitude. CM T 

cells can self-renew nearly indefinitely, and therefore represent a stem-cell like 

reserve of memory T cells. In contrast, Effector Memory (EM) CD8 T cells mostly 

reside in the peripheral tissues. Upon encountering their cognate antigen, EM 

CD8 T cells have limited division potential, but rather attack the presenting cell 

immediately. As such, EM CD8 T cells act as the first line of defense against re-

invading intracellular pathogens in the periphery (36, 37). This process of 

memory precursor recognition and differentiation is outlined in Figure 1.   

 Natural Killer cells (NK) cells derive from myeloid progenitors and mature 

in fetal liver and bone marrow (38). They are innate immune cells that operate 

with a similar function as CD8 T cells, in that they kill host cells. However, they 

do not recognize specific foreign peptides in the context of MHC. NK cells have 

specialized inhibitory and activating receptors they use to scan the surface of 

host cells. These receptors pair with broad categories of ligands present on the 

surface of normal cells, whose absence or overabundance could represent 

infection or dysfunction. NK cells kill host cells if the NK inhibitory receptors are 

not bound enough, or if the NK activating receptors are bound in excess (38, 39). 
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Thus, if a pathogen such as a poxvirus has evolved to limit the amount of MHC-I 

presented on the cell surface once it has infected a host cell, it could potentially 

circumvent the process of antigen presentation to CD8 T cells completely. 

However, when the NK cell scans the infected cell surface, lack of MHC-I will fail 

to inhibit the NK receptor that typically binds to it, Ly49, resulting in NK cell killing. 

Because NK receptors recognize broad categories of imbalance in host cells, 

they are often the first to defend against intracellular infection.  

 Just as epithelial cells in a given space have a finite lifespan, but must be 

replaced at a specific rate in order to maintain the integrity of that epithelial 

surface; individual T, B, and NK cells in the periphery have a finite individual 

cellular lifespan, but must maintain their lineage at sufficient numbers and 

specificity. This is conventionally known as immune homeostasis. Thus, although 

a specific T cell clonal lineage may last a lifetime, individual cells in that lineage 

divide and die at some rate. Although immune cells are not strictly bound by 

space, each theoretical group makes up a “compartment” that has a finite 

number of cells allowed throughout the host, when not in the midst of an immune 

response. B, T, and NK cells are thought to comprise separate compartments 

with distinct signal dependencies (30, 38, 40).  
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 Independent combinations of signals control the homeostasis of Naïve 

and Memory T cells, respectively. Naïve T cells generally require IL-7 and 

interaction with self-peptide presented on MHC. Memory T cells generally require 

signaling from IL-7 and IL-15. In memory cells, these requirements may be more 

or less important depending on their stage of memory differentiation (40, 41).  

1.1.2 Immune Changes with Aging  

 The U.S. life expectancy at birth was 77.9 in 2007. In 2009, approximately 

25% of individuals 65 or older were estimated to live in a state of fair to poor 

health, as opposed to 9% of the total population (42). In 2007, 72% of all deaths 

in the U.S. were in the 65 or older demographic (43). Pneumonia and influenza 

combined were the 7th ranked cause of death in the U.S. in those 65 or older,  
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Table 2: Aging and radiation changes in immunity.  

Key: *=mouse, ^= human  

Trait Aging Changes Radiation Changes 
(Long-term) 

Renewal Capacity 
of HSC 

Reduced^ (44) Reduced* (45) 

Naïve T cells Reduced, specific CD8* 
(46, 47) 
Reduced, CD4^ (48) 

Reduced CD8^ (%) (49) 
Reduced CD4^ (%) (49) 

T cell repertoire Contracted, CD8* (47, 50) Contracted, CD4^ (51) 

Thymic Mass / 
Cellularity 

Reduced*^ (52) Reduced (Temporary)*^ 
(53) 
Long-term unknown 

T cell division  Defective, CD8* (54-56) 
Defective, CD4* (57) 

 
Defective, CD4^ (58, 59) 

Cytokine 
production  

Defective, CD8* (54-56) 
Defective, CD4*^ (57, 60) 

Defective, CD4^ (58, 61) 

Increased 
apoptosis  

Increased, CD8* (54) 
Increased, CD4* (62) 

Unclear 

T cell killing 
potential 

Decreased, CD8* (54) 
 

Unclear 

DC maturation and 
Ag presentation 

Decreased* (63) Decreased, high dose in 
vitro only^ (64) 

NK cell numbers Increased* (65) Unclear 

NK cell 
performance 

Reduced*^ (66, 67) Unclear 

B cell Antibody 
Production  

Reduced*^ (68, 69) Auto-
Ab increased*^ (70) 

Serum Ab increased^ 
(71), but production 
unclear. 

IL-6  Increased^ (72) Increased^ (71) 
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killing approximately 40 thousand individuals in 2010 (73). In contrast, only 343 

people 24 years or younger were killed by these pathogens that year, revealing a 

fundamental defect in the elderly immune system. Among the other top ten 

ranked causes of death in those 65 or older in 2010, Cancer (2nd), Nephritis 

(8th), and Septicemia (10th) are inextricably linked with immunity, and increase 

drastically with age (73-76). Further, prominent vaccines do not perform as well 

in elderly subjects (77). The nature of aging defects in the immune system is 

therefore the subject of intense study. 

The mammalian immune system undergoes a variety of detrimental 

changes with age, from the organ to the molecular level. Some of these are 

described in Table 2. Thymic involution begins at or before puberty, decreasing 

the output of Naïve T cells as the organ shrinks and turns to fat, until output is 

incidental in old age. Structural epithelial and adipose changes precede 

functional decline in T cell progenitors, but ultimate causes remain unknown (52). 

While some controversy exists for the degree of thymic contribution in particular 

age ranges and between species (78, 79), evidence for broad decline in thymic 

production with age is irrefutable (52). In addition to declining lymphopoiesis, 

proportions of Naïve CD4 and CD8 T cells naturally decline with age due to 
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infection and subsequent differentiation into memory cells. Peripheral 

homeostatic turnover of Naive CD4 T cell populations also slows with age (80). 

The end result is a quantitative reduction of Naïve CD8 precursors to any given 

foreign epitope with age (46, 47). As the quantity of the CD8 T effector population 

during infection is directly relative to the number of pre-cursors (81), this equates 

to a reduced overall CD8 T cell response to any new pathogen.  

Bone marrow, the site of both initial B cell maturation, and Hematopoietic 

Stem Cell (HSC) derivation of all lymphoid cells, likewise undergoes a variety of 

structural changes with aging. These include an increase in adipocytes, and loss 

of osteoblast niches where HSCs mature into B cells and T cell progenitors (52). 

At the cell intrinsic level, aged HSCs have reduced capacity to divide and altered 

differentiation (44). Ultimately, B cell production declines with age (82-84). 

Interestingly, numbers of peripheral Naïve B cells appear to remain unchanged 

with age, although Memory B cells decrease, such that overall peripheral B cell 

numbers are reduced (85). 

The diversity of TCRs in the extant T cell population is known as the T cell 

repertoire. Individual memory cells belong to clonally identical pools of T cells 

from previous infections. By contrast, individual Naïve T Cells represent unique 
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TCRs. Attrition of Naive T cells in the finite T cell compartment thus results in a 

decrease in overall T cell repertoire. However, the survival of any given lineage 

of peripheral Naïve T cell into old age is not random, but likely depends on the 

strength of TCR binding to self-peptide. Thus, the Naïve repertoire is also 

reduced with aging (47, 50), reducing the possibility of possessing a matching 

TCR to any given new pathogen.  

Making matters more complex. seemingly Naïve T cells develop markers 

of Memory T cells with age (86, 87). Although the origin of this phenomenon is 

unknown, these so-called “virtual” memory T cells are more responsive than 

other types of Naïve cells with regard to cytokine secretion. They may also 

accumulate proliferative defects with aging (47, 86).  

 In addition to declining numbers and decreasing repertoire, aged T and B 

cells display a variety of functional defects upon activation (84, 85, 88, 89), as 

outlined in Table 2. For Naive T cells these include defects in division (54-57, 

60), amount and polyfunctionality of cytokine production (54, 57) (60), increased 

likelihood of apoptosis (54, 62), dysfunctional T cell-APC interactions (90), 

decreased helper functions to B cells (91) (60), decreased memory formation 

(91, 92), and decreased killing potential (54). For B cells, declines in the 
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production of specific Ab isotypes, and overall Ab level declines have been 

described (68, 69). However, some serum antibody levels rise (93). DCs also 

grow deficient with age, both in maturation and T cell activation (94). These 

effects may occur at the molecular level (90), but the spectrum and extent of 

these changes remain poorly understood. Many of these defects are apparent in 

both human and mouse models, and in a variety of infectious scenarios (88, 95-

97).  

In contrast to Naïve T cells, NK cell numbers and percentage are stable 

and may increase with age. However, aged NK cells show decreased replication 

and killing function (67). These defects do not appear to be cell-intrinsic (66), but 

cannot be remedied by enhanced inflammatory signaling. 

 A myriad of general aging theories exist, and many have been loosely 

evoked as the ultimate or combined cause of immunosenescence (98). One of 

the most prevalent is that tissues and organs have increasing portions of 

senescent cells with age (99, 100). The primary cause cited for senescence is 

DNA damage (101, 102). In turn, the source of DNA damage in this scenario is 

caused by a lifetime of intracellular exposure to oxidative metabolic by-products, 

eventually resulting in unrepairable DNA lesions (102). This theoretical platform 
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is supported by two pillars: (i) DNA damage increases with age (103), and 

progeroid syndromes are generally associated with mutations in proteins 

involved with DNA repair (104); and (ii) lifespan extension and reduction of 

immune aging phenotypes can be accomplished with either calorie restriction 

(105) or loss-of-function mutations in metabolic pathways (106, 107), both of 

which presumably lower the rate or life-long amount of metabolic activity.  

 Although commonly accepted, this unified theory of aging has many 

unresolved and contradictory points. Firstly, the connection between metabolic 

by-products and nuclear DNA damage is not clear. Mitochondrial (Mt) DNA 

damage is associated with accelerated aging in a defective nuclear encoded Mt 

DNA polymerase model (108), but naturally occurring mutations that result in 

enhanced Mt electron leakage do not result in accelerated aging (109). 

Transgenic knock-in models of free-radical scavenging enzymes, whose 

increased presence would theoretically reduce oxidative DNA damage, do not 

extend lifespan either (110). Conversely, genetic knockouts of genes that 

effectively increase reactive oxygen species production do not accelerate aging 

or shorten lifespan (111). This effectively re-divides the two pillars above.  

Secondly, other knock-in and knockout models that would connect the 
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dots in this theory have remained suggestive. Some senescence controller 

knock-in mouse models have been made with the purpose of demonstrating 

extended lifespan. This includes a model with additional copies of p53 (112, 113) 

and an additional copy of p53 coupled with an additional Arf gene locus, 

including p16 and p15. Despite some reduction of aging phenotypes, additional 

copies of p53 do not influence lifespan. Median lifespan was extended in the 

combined model, but maximal lifespan is not. Unfortunately, the dual nature of 

these proteins makes the stoichiometric alterations in these models 

unpredictable, and the interpretation inconclusive with regard to aging causality. 

p53 alone interacts with 310 proteins (114, 115). If increased concentrations of 

p53 improves genomic integrity, but also increases the sensitivity of cellular 

responses to DNA damage, overall senescence rates might remain unchanged 

despite improved genomic integrity. Thus, aging would not be altered, although 

cancer incidence would be lowered. This scenario, among others (116), may 

explain why the above transgenic models fail to extend lifespan. Counter-

intuitively, T lineage specific knockout of p16INK4A, a protein in the Arf locus, 

reduces thymic involution and aging phenotypes in T cells (117). But, not 

surprisingly, this knockout fails to extend lifespan, and would not be beneficial if 
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applied organism wide, as it increases cancer when applied to the B cell lineage.  

In contrast, BubR1, a protein known to aid in spindle formation checkpoint 

and chromosome separation (118), prevents common immune aging phenotypes 

and extends both median and maximal lifespan when expression is increased 

(119). Linking this is an established mechanism by which abnormal mitosis 

results in DNA damage (120).  

Increased inflammation is a hallmark of aging and diseases associated 

with aging (70). This prominent correlation has been applied to both pillars 

above. Although DNA damage does have the potential to increase inflammation, 

causal connections rely on in vitro experiments at this time (121). Some 

metabolic knockout models decrease signs of inflammation. With regard to 

immunity, direct knockout of genes responsible for inflammation does limit aging 

defects (122).  

It is clear from the metabolic side that the processing of calories does not 

directly translate into aging. Diet choice influences the age mitigating effects of 

caloric restriction in primates, although these results are controversial (123). 

Olympic athletes who commonly consume double the calories of average 

individuals for years show lifespan improvement (124). Taken together with 
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studies showing the inflammatory properties of fat (125), the mechanism of 

metabolic life extension has been proposed to operate through adipose tissue. 

However, decline in inflammatory hallmarks in obese patients that have 

undergone gastric bypass surgery may precede appreciable loss of body fat 

(126).  

From a translational perspective, knockouts of inflammatory or metabolic 

genes have demonstrated that influencing aging comes with a cost. In the case 

of metabolism, long-lived models have size and reproductive deficiencies in 

many (127), but not all (128) cases. In the case of inflammatory suppression, the 

immune system would presumably fail to survive naturally occurring infections, 

and thus, decreased aging would ironically be traded for increased mortality to 

infection (122). Consistent with this, limiting the mTOR portion of the metabolic 

pathway through genetic means results in reduced aging phenotypes, but 

increases de novo infection rate (107).  

To make the situation even more complex, recent studies have linked 

genetic disease risk with the age of fathers, such that offspring are now 

anticipated to take a combined genetic penalty when either parent is too far 

beyond the estimated prehistoric lifespan. Aging itself may therefore be a 
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function of genetic fidelity for the species (129). 

Perhaps because of the theory connecting DNA damage and aging, many 

parallels have been drawn between the observed phenotypes of aging on the 

immune system, and those that appear following sub-lethal radiation exposure 

(130). However, because cells of the immune system are prone to apoptosis 

following radiation, and aging results in a broad decline of immune function 

involving these same cell types, acute effects of radiation should not be 

considered as informative for drawing causative aging connections unless 

specifically proven. When cells repopulate following radiation, most functions 

return. Lasting effects following repopulation, however, may be informative. A 

selection of these has been included in Table 2.     

1.1.3 Cytomegalovirus  

 Cytomegaloviruses (CMV) are double strand DNA viruses in the beta 

herpesvirus family (131, 132). As a whole, CMVs infect a wide range of species, 

although each is highly co-evolved with its host species, and infects one species 

exclusively. 

The comparatively large viral genome of CMVs, averaging 200kb, allows 

room for an arsenal of immune subversion mechanisms (131, 132). Among these 
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are virus encoded immune gene mimics, stolen from ancestral hosts and re-

adapted for viral purposes. Examples include viral versions of host IL-10 and 

TNF receptors (133-135). In addition, mammalian CMVs have evolved genes 

that interfere with MHC-class I presentation at a variety of levels (136-138). 

However, evidence suggests that this interference functions as a cloak for super-

infection, rather than a pivotal mechanism for initial immune evasion (139).   

Human cytomegalovirus (hCMV) is  the most prevalent known human 

virus, infecting 70-90% of individuals in the U.S. (140). After an often unnoticed 

acute infection phase, hCMV establishes life-long latency (141). In chronically 

immune-compromised groups, such as HIV or transplant patients, hCMV can 

reactivate fully and threaten the life of the host (142, 143). The mouse 

counterpart to hCMV, murine CMV (mCMV), although highly co-evolved with its 

host species, has a very similar life-cycle (144), infection strategy (145, 146), and 

induces similar acute and life-long immune reactions (147-152).  

Both hMCV and mCMV are spread primarily through saliva, and salivary 

glands are an immune privileged site for mCMV (145, 146). Systemic mCMV 

acute infection proceeds with viral replication in macrophages in the spleen and 

liver (138, 153, 154). During acute infection, mCMV is controlled primarily by NK 
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cells and CD8 T cells. After viral clearance, mCMV is latent in a variety of 

tissues, including liver and lung (138, 155). The primary site of competent latent 

hCMV is although to be CD34+ hematopoietic cells in the bone marrow, although 

it can be found in a variety of other cell types and locations (156-159).  

Symptom-free latent CMV infections are interrupted periodically with 

reactivation of the virus, which is controlled by the host immune system (149, 

160, 161). In mice, bouts of reactivation can be traced over the life of the host by 

inflating populations of mCMV-specific CD8 T cells. These include m139 epitope 

specific T cells (151, 162). Expanding cells could be the result of Naïve 

recruitment, memory re-activation, or both (163). Although expanding populations 

are often equated with viral reactivation, viral reproduction is paradoxically not 

required for immune inflation in mice (164). Although longitudinal human studies 

are less precise, due to MHC variability, 10% of the adult T cell memory 

compartment on average is devoted to hCMV in infected individuals (149). In 

addition to radical alterations of the numbers of memory cells in infected humans 

or animals, Rhesus CMV has been shown to shift the entire host repertoire of 

response, and alter the canonical expression of MHC-II (165).  
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The immune tax levied by life-long CMV infection likely accelerates the 

erosion of overall immune function with aging. In mice, lifelong mCMV infection is 

associated with damped immune responses to new infections (166). In human 

studies, CMV has been linked to lower vaccine efficacy in the elderly (167, 168), 

inflammation and frailty (169, 170), all-cause mortality (171), and may have an 

emerging role in cancer pathogenesis and prognosis (172). It should be noted 

that establishing causality with typical epidemiological methods is difficult and 

cumbersome with hCMV, due to the extremely high prevalence. However, mouse 

models employing mCMV infection revealed defects in anti-microbial immunity 

(173)(46).  

CMV can be reactivated directly by host IR exposure (155, 174). It is 

unclear if this is a response to catastrophic immune cell death, direct damage of 

latently infected cells, or a combination of these. 

1.1.4 West Nile Virus and Replivax  

 West Nile Virus (WNV) is a single stranded RNA virus in the Flaviviridae 

family. The 11kb genome of WNV ultimately forms 10 proteins: 3 capsid and 7 

non-structural (NS). WNV is enzootically maintained between Culex mosquitoes 
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and birds, with horses and humans acting as dead-end hosts through incidental 

mosquito bites (175, 176).  

Human infection is asymptomatic in an estimated 80% of cases. Of the 

remaining, most infections are eventually cleared after flu-like symptoms. Less 

than 1% of infected individuals develop neuroinvasive WNV. Of these, 50% 

develop long-term neurological symptoms, and about 10% die from infection 

(176, 177). However, aged sections of the population are much more susceptible 

to developing WNV fever and death (178). This age-dependent difference in 

susceptibility and lethality is paralleled in mouse models of WNV infection (96).   

Although the first human isolate of the virus occurred in 1937 in Uganda, 

WNV is considered an emerging virus, as human outbreaks began across 

several continents in 1990. The first human case in North America was 

documented in 1999 (175). Since then, yearly reports of cases have increased 

on average, totaling over 31,000 cases of WNV fever in North America. Over 

1,500 of those cases have resulted in death (179). Nearly all states have 

reported at least one case to date. In addition, Culex mosquito populations are 

projected to increase their range with climate change (175). There is currently no 

treatment for WNV fever.  
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WNV first replicates in Langerhans cells of the skin, after initial infection 

through mosquito saliva. Langerhans cells then traffic to the lymphatic system, 

after which viremia ensues and carries the virus to peripheral tissues throughout 

the host. Eventually, WNV crosses the blood-brain barrier and infects neurons of 

the CNS, leading to neurological symptoms and death (177).  

In mouse models, a variety of knockout and depletion studies have 

elucidated the requirements of various immune subsets for effective WNV 

clearance. Given the sequential nature of the immune response, many models of 

innate immune deficiency showed increased susceptibility to WNV. Unique 

among these, mice lacking NK cells suffer no increase in lethality, although mice 

lacking γδT cells suffer severe lethality (177, 180, 181).  

In the absence of B cells, WNV is 80-100% lethal, and serum transfers 

from WNV survivors can rescue B cell deficiency. Thus, antibodies are protective 

against lethality (182, 183).  

The absence of CD4 T cells naturally has disastrous effects, given their 

necessity for B and CD8 T cell help. However, the transfer of CD4 T cells into B 

and T cell deficient hosts following infection also substantially protects against 

lethality. This protection is better than that offered by transfers from mice whose 
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immune cells cannot perform killing functions (96). Indeed, CD4 T cells have 

been shown to play a cytotoxic role in WNV infection, and can be independently 

protective (184). 

The requirement for CD8 T cells in WNV protection is substantial, albeit 

less dramatic than that of antibody. Infection of mice depleted of CD8 specific T 

cells, but otherwise developmentally sound, results in 70% lethality (185). CD8 T 

cells appear to control encephalitis, as they are a major component of immune 

brain infiltrates.   

Replivax-WNV (RWN) is a single cycle live WNV vaccine. It is composed 

of a WNV strain with a capsid protein coding deletion, such that the virus lacks 

the essential unit needed to package its genome. Thus, RWN cannot spread 

viable copies of itself after initial infection. A infectious version of the virus is 

made in a specialized cell line that has a germ-line knock-in to complement this 

capsid deficiency. Once injected, RWN infects APC’s as in a typical WNV 

infection, eliciting robust innate, B, and T cell responses (183, 186).     

CD8 T cells are important for survival following vaccination generally, 

although if booster vaccination schedules are employed in some models, 
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antibody responses can become robust enough to provide complete protection 

(187). 
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SECTION 1.2 – RADIATION, DNA, AND APOPTOSIS 

1.2.1 Brief Overview of Radiobiology  

Radiobiology began as a subject of inquiry soon after the discovery of X-

rays in 1895 by Wilhelm Rontgen. Within a few years following, X-rays become 

recognized as an effective treatment for malignant growths, a diagnostic tool, and 

a force capable of harming all forms of life. Concurrent with these applications, 

Antoine Becquerel and Marie Curie discovered the effects of gamma radiation of 

source isotopes in1896 and1898 respectively, the mechanisms of which 

occupied the best scientific minds for the following decades (188, 189). 

By 1914, William Henry Bragg, Ernest Rutherford, and Edward Andrade 

through several key experiments had established that radiation is a part of the 

electromagnetic spectrum, occurring as both a wave and a photon. Gamma rays 

occur in the range of 10-12 m wavelength. Such small wavelengths allow this 

electromagnetic radiation to act on subatomic scales (190).  

The units of measure associated with radiation have evolved with 

increasing understanding of radiation absorption and dosimetry. The Gray (Gy), 

named for Louis Harold Gray, = 1 joule of energy absorbed by 1 kilogram of 

matter = 100 Rads, and will be used throughout the remainder of this work (191).  
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Initially, the mechanisms behind the lethal effects of radiation were 

although to be directly biochemical in nature, and as varied as the biochemicals 

present in living tissue. However, Henry Quastler postulated in 1945 that the 

shape of dose and survival time graphs in mice allowed for discrimination into 

three lethality dose range subsets, with a different form of lethality potentially 

occupying each range. These ranges were later recognized as radiation-induced 

syndromes that correspond to specific systems of the body and their cell types: 

Hematopoietic Radiation Syndrome (HRS), Gastrointestinal Radiation Syndrome 

(GRS), and a catch-all category of late effects, which now encompasses both 

cancer and late opportunistic infections (189). The understanding necessary for 

these categories is itself the product of decades of work, both influencing and 

made possible by concurrent breakthroughs in physiology and medicine (192). 

 Exposure to a lethal dose of radiation for humans occurs in the range of 

4Gy total body irradiation over a reasonably brief time interval (189). C57BL/6 

mice are somewhat more resistant, with an LD50/30 of 5.6Gy (193). This dose 

results first in Gastrointestinal Radiation Syndrome (GRS), which threatens the 

organism through a combination of membrane disruption of the intestines, 

microfloral infection and sepsis, and the inability to maintain fluid balance if 
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untreated. GRS reaches a peak of lethality in 5-8 days in mice or 1-2 weeks in 

man. If survived, this syndrome is followed by hematopoietic radiation syndrome 

(HRS), with lethality peaking at 12-14 days following radiation for mice or 5-6 

weeks in man. HRS results in death due to a combination of agranulocytosis, 

anemia, and infection. It involves the atrophy of primary and secondary lymphoid 

organs, and is accompanied by complete anorexia (189).  

These two syndromes are united in that they are the cascading result of 

the apoptosis of specific radiosensitive cell lineages: epithelial stem cells found in 

the crypts of the villi lining the intestines in the case of GRS, and hematopoietic 

cells found in the blood, bone marrow, and lymphoid organs in the case of HRS 

(189).  

A third syndrome, CNS syndrome, occurs only in the case of very high 

doses (>50Gy) and can result in lethality in as little as two hours due to some 

critical effect on the central nervous system. It receives comparatively little 

attention, likely due to its rarity and prognostic intractability (189).   

 Although GRS can be fatal and the window of treatment brief, application 

of antibiotics and fluids greatly improves outcome. In the case of HRS, E. Donnall 

Thomas discovered the mechanism of death through bone-marrow transplant 
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(192). BMT remains the sole treatment for HRS. The sensitivity of immune cells 

to radiation has therefore been the subject of intense study.  

The effects of radiation on the immune system have been well reviewed 

(53, 130). A hierarchy of lymphoid cell sensitivity is shown in Table 3. 

Considerable caution should be taken for data on in vivo human radiation, as 

most rationally designed studies involve cancer patients whose baseline immune 

homeostasis may be abnormal. 

The general findings of immune radiosensitivity are as follows: 

Lymphocytes are uniquely sensitive to radiation (53, 194, 195). Unlike many cell 

types, they can commit apoptosis from radiation exposure before attempting cell 

division (53, 188, 189, 194, 196). This sensitivity is dependent on the presence of 

p53, as lymphocytes from animals lacking p53 are more resistant (197). Although 

it has been generally accepted that actively dividing cell populations from a 

variety of tissues tend to be more sensitive to radiation than their non-

proliferating counterparts (198), lymphocytes actively dividing from activation are 

slightly more resistant than their resting counterparts (53, 188, 189). This 

resistance in division is possibly due to anti-apoptotic role of NFkB in the DNA 

damage response (199). CD8 T cells are more prone to interphase death than 
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CD4 T cells on the whole (200-202). CD4 Treg cells are also more resistant than 

the combined remainder of CD4 T cells (203, 204).  

The process of T cell differentiation alters radiation sensitivity, and 

Memory T cells are generally more resistant than their Naïve counterparts (53, 

189, 197, 205). Potential radiosensitivity differences between CM and EM T cells 

have not been explored.  

B cells are generally more sensitive to radiation than T cells (53, 194, 

195), but plasma cells are very resistant, and B cells likely repopulate faster 

(206). Among B cells, those primarily expressing IgD are more resistant than 

those primarily expressing IgM, and marginal zone B cells in the spleen are more 

sensitive than those found elsewhere (207).  

NK cells are more resistant than T or B cells (206), and do not show any 

interphase death rate change when they lack p53, implying a different apoptotic 

pathway. Gamma-delta TCR bearing T cells enjoy this same advantage (208). 

Antigen presenting cells are the most resistant of the immune cells, with 

functional differences in antigen presentation only appearing in cell culture 

beyond the LD50/30 of the host organism for DCs (64). Macrophages are among 

the most radioresistant cells (195).  
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Acute and short-term functional effects of whole body IR include shrinkage 

and loss of cellularity of the thymus, spleen, and lymph nodes, along with 

depletion of the bone marrow, as lymphocytes and their precursors undergo 

apoptosis. Organs return to apparent normalcy, however, through the process of 

repopulation, as HSC from the bone marrow differentiate and repopulate various 

immune niches. Each immune organ has unique kinetics of repopulation. The 

overall kinetics of this process are dependent on the amount of initial lymphocyte 

attrition, which is in turn dependent on the dose of radiation received. In general, 

a greater radiation dose results in a longer time period before full repopulation. At 

the apex of repopulation, immune organs and peripheral blood experience a total 

lymphocyte count higher than counts prior to irradiation. This “overshoot” is 

gradually resolved by homeostatic mechanisms (53).  

Thymic repopulation is unique, in that a small subset of radioresistant 

thymocytes survive IR. These survivors all presumably occupy the same 

relatively early stage of thymic maturation, as they subsequently appear to 

complete maturation and rapidly emigrate from the thymus nearly 

simultaneously. However, this mass exodus occurs faster than a wave of 

precursors can differentiate and arrive from the bone marrow. The thymus thus 
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essentially shrinks, repopulates and releases a wave of peripheral T cells, then 

shrinks a second time, followed by a slower repopulation (53).  

Functional differences following radiation in surviving or repopulated 

immune cells are apparent, but interpretation of these results comes with a host 

of caveats. Firstly, it is difficult to separate functional defects from cellularity 

defects following WBI. Yet most in vivo studies attempt to account for, but not 

design against, this confounder (209). Defects in T and B cell proliferation 

following radiation are also difficult to separate from initial sensitivity, as IR itself 

will select against cells that are in the midst of division, and the subsequent 

repopulation will select for cells that can divide most efficiently. Similarly, 

because of the cooperative nature of the immune system, most in vivo studies 

fall short of actually gauging the functional defect of individual cell groups, 

particularly as cell trafficking following radiation becomes altered in a time 

sensitive manner. Finally, it is well established that following WBI, there is an 

immune reaction against the host microbiota due to gut barrier leakage, such that 

a selective functional advantage may exists for T or B cells specific for 

microbiota. Thus, the results of studies involving acute cell function following 

radiation are at times contradictory (53). 
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 It thus appears that surviving T cells are worse at cytokine production 

(210), and proliferation (206) when harvested at or before day 4 following sub-

lethal WBI and stimulated ex vivo with a variety of mitogens. However, when 

cells are isolated at later time points (~17 days), whole T cell populations may out 

compete non-irradiated controls, and variably so depending on the stimulus 

(210). This could be a predicted result if memory T cells preferentially survive 

radiation, in which case it does not represent a cell intrinsic enhancement or 

defect. Similarly, antibody production of plasma cells has been measured by 

amino acid incorporation following stimulation and in vitro irradiation. This 

function was not changed by radiation dose. This result can again be traced to 

population differences in radiosensitivity, as plasma cells are known to be the 

most resistant T or B cell population (53).   

1.2.2 DNA Break Formation and Repair  

The absorption of ionizing radiation (IR) by molecules in living cells results 

in the production of free electrons through the photoelectric effect (211). The 

molecular structure of the sugar backbone of DNA is vulnerable to attack by free 

electrons, resulting in single and double-strand DNA breaks. The hexameric 

structures of nucleic acids are also themselves vulnerable to attack, resulting in 
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base-pair mutation. Approximately 80% of the DNA alterations that occur from IR 

are base-pair mutations, while 20% of the alterations involve the DNA backbone, 

and thus strand breakage (212). Approximately 40% of the DNA breaks caused 

by radiation are due to the direct effect of free electrons, while 60% are due to 

oxidative radicals produced by the action of electrons on neighboring water 

molecules (213). Various factors can enhance or mitigate the severity of this 

process, including higher oxygen tension and the presence of chemicals with 

aminothiol groups, respectively (188).  

DSB formation and DSB repair are clearly linked to cell death and survival, 

respectively, following ionizing radiation. By contrast, base-pair mutation repair is 

less important, because knockout of factors in the Base-Excision Repair (BER) or 

Mis-Match Repair (MMR) pathways only slightly increase radiation sensitivity in 

non-dividing cells, if at all (214). While base-pair methylating agents can induce 

apoptosis in interphase lymphoid cells at high doses, DSB are observed in these 

instances before apoptosis, due to overlapping single-strand breaks created in 

the process of BER (215). In fact, most forms of direct nucleotide repair are 

ultimately apoptotic through DSB formation generated at either overlapping repair 

patches or replication fork collapse.  
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Figure 2: Model of initial chromatin remodeling in DSB repair.  
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Therefore, because the apoptotic impact of base-pair mutation are minor 

compared to DSB, DSB repair will occupy the remainder of this section.   

The prominent model of DSB repair proceeds in three overarching stages: 

access, repair, and restoration. The access phase includes both initial sensing of 

the DSB, as well as opening the chromatin to allow access for repair enzymes. 

The repair phase consists of mechanical DSB repair, and the restore phase 

restores chromatin to its original state (216). 

DSB repair is thought to proceed as outlined in Table 3: PARP1 and 

PARP2 initially sense DSB’s through a zinc finger motif, and induce the transient 

synthesis of poly-ADP-ribose (PAR) chains near the break (217). Remodeling 

complexes NuRD and ACL1 use PAR structures as a platform, but may have 

opposing activities. NuRD maintains closed chromatin structure through ATPase 

and HDAC activity, while ACL1 likely promotes open chromatin structure (218-

220). These opposing forces may prepare the region for further chromatin 

alterations, or act on different regions. Knockout of either is detrimental to 

survival following DSB (218, 220). HP1a and kap-1 also accumulate at the break 

at this time, by unknown mechanisms (221, 222). These proteins likely promote  
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Table 3: Early DSB repair factors and their order o f appearance. 

Name Order of Appearance Function 

PARP1 ~1st  Synthesis of Poly-ADP-

ribose chains near the 

break to attract other 

repair elements. 

Ku ~1st 

 

Competes with PARP1 

Binds DNA ends to 

initialize NHEJ. 

NuRD 2 Promotes closed 

chromatin structure 

(HDAC) 

ACL1 2 Promotes open 

chromatin 

HP1 alpha 2 Promotes closed 

chromatin 

Kap-1 2 Promotes closed 

chromatin 

MRN 2 or 3 MRE11, RAD50, and 

NBS1 complex. 

Recruits ATM.  

ATM 4 Major Controller of 

DSB Repair. 

Phosphorylates H2AX, 

among other roles. 

p400 5 Exchange H2AZ for 

other H2A 

Tip60 6 Acetylate exposed H4 

tails from H2AZ 

exchange, thus 

opening chromatin.  

MDC-1 5 or 6 Helps ATM spread 

H2AX 

phosphorylation, 

attracts downstream 

repair factors.  
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chromatin closure. While fast closure may be counterintuitive to the overall 

access phase, this closure is transient, and likely functions to end any possible 

translation in the area (223). NuRD, ACL1, HP1a and kap-1 rapidly disassociate 

as PAR is enzymatically broken down (218, 224).  

Closely following or simultaneous with the arrival of the initial remodeling 

complexes above, a complex of MRE11, RAD50, and NBS1 (MRN) is recruited 

to the break interface in a PARP dependent manner (225). MRN recruits Ataxia 

Telangiectasia Mutated (ATM) protein, a major controller of subsequent repair in 

multiple pathways (226).  

H2AX, a variant form of the histone H2A, is found in approximately 1 out 

of 10 nucleosomes on average, although the distribution is not equal in the 

genome or across cell types (227). Following DSB, recruited ATM 

phosphorylates H2AX at the DSB on Serine 139. This phosphorylated form of 

H2AX is known as γH2AX, and represents a measure of DSB in a variety of 

assays (228).  

Tip60 and p400 are recruited to ATM, either separately as a part of the 

NuA4 chromatin remodeling complex (223). p400, an ATPase, likely drives the 

exchange of H2A variant H2AZ, for other H2A forms in the surrounding 
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chromatin (229, 230). In the process of H2AZ exchange, the tails of H4’s in 

surrounding nucleosomes are exposed. Tip60 is then necessary to acetylate the 

tails of H4, which ultimately opens the surrounding chromatin within hundreds of 

kilobases surrounding the break (223). Perhaps simultaneously, MDC-1 is 

recruited to ATM, and together they spread the γH2AX marking to approximately 

200 kb away from the break in both directions (231). H2AX and other H2A forms 

are further ubiquitinated by complexes that are attracted by MDC-1 (232). 

Ubiquitination attracts complexes that recruit the repair orchestration protein 

53PB1, although H4 acetylation is also required (230). H2A ubiquitination also 

attracts the repair orchestration complex BRCA-1. These initial chromatin 

changes appear in Figure 2. 

While γH2AX is not required for initial sensing of DSBs, γH2AX spreading 

is required for retention of NBS1, BRCA1, and 53BP1 at the break site 

throughout repair. Germ-line H2AX haploidy sensitizes cells to DNA damage 

induced death (233).  

Four DSB repair pathways have been described: Homologous 

Recombination (HR), Non-Homologous End-Joining (NHEJ), Alternative Non-

Homologous End-Joining (alt-NHEJ), and Single-Strand Annealing (SSA) (234). 
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HR only typically occurs when homologous sister chromatids are available during 

cell cycle (234). Given that non-activated immune cells spend a vast majority of 

their time in G0 cell phase (235), the majority of steady-state lymphoid 

populations ultimately cannot use HR. SSA and alt-NHEJ are comparatively rare 

overall, seemingly operating as backup or specialized pathways for HR and 

NHEJ respectively (234, 236).  

HR proceeds by ubiquitination of BRCA1, which attracts the Cyclin 

promoter CtIP (237). In combination with ATM and MRN, the inclusion of CtIP 

promotes DSB end resection (238). The initial repair pathway decision is not 

absolute. Rather, pathway–specific factors compete. This allows for a fast 

response, but also pathway re-routing. Extensive DSB resection is although to be 

a key decision point for HR, because without sister chromatids, the resected 

genomic information cannot be regained. Resection, promoted by BRCA1 

complex and CtlP, therefore tends only to happen in S or G2 cell cycle phases 

(234). Limited DNA resection is allowed by binding of CtIP in G1, and may be 

part of the alt-NHEJ pathway (238).    

Single-strand DNA produced by resection is then bound by RPA protein 

complexes on the 3’ ends, followed by RAD51 mediated strand invasion and 
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Holliday Junction (HJ) formation (239). This invasion requires phosphorylation of 

BRCA1 by cyclin dependent kinases, further ensuring that HR is restricted to S or 

G2 cell cycle (240). HJ resolve either with cross-over or without. However, cross-

over events are potentially dangerous during mitosis, and are less likely to occur 

due to unknown mechanisms. 

In contrast, NHEJ proceeds with fast Ku70 and Ku80 binding of broken 

DNA ends. When ends are brought together, DNA-PK catalytic subunit (DNA-

PKcs) is then loaded between the Ku proteins at the break site. A series of ATM-

dependent phosphorylations of DNA-PKcs allow three outcomes: end ligation 

through the XRCC4-LIG4 complex, end resection by ARTEMIS for ends that are 

incompatible with ligation, or the disassociation of DNA-PKcs and rerouting to the 

HR pathway (236).  

Although simpler and cruder in fidelity, NHEJ likely has a greater influence 

upon direct cell survival. Knockout of NHEJ-specific elements in cycling 

mammalian cells greatly increases sensitivity, while disruption of HR has 

comparatively little immediate influence (241). Given the relatively small (<3%) 

RNA-coding portion of the genome (242, 243), and the dire results of genomic 
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structural aberrations (244), this may not be a surprising evolutionary strategy for 

terminally differentiated cells. 

Studies employing repair pathway-specific experimentation methods have 

painted a linear model that is actually a combination of multiple pathways. 

Factors contributing to the complexity include the literal possibility of repair 

pathway rerouting, the concurrent operation of multiple pathways within any 

single cell under observation, and redundant protein roles. For instance, NHEJ 

proceeds with DSB binding by Ku proteins, which compete with PARP1 and 

MRN for initial DSB binding (245). Although MRN is necessary to activate ATM, 

ATM participates in NHEJ, and phosphorylates ARTEMIS in NHEJ. 53BP1 

antagonizes the promotion of extensive DSB resection by ATM, and gives 

advantage to Ku proteins, thus promoting NHEJ. However, according to the 

linear pathway presented, 53BP1 attraction occurs following PARP, MRN, and 

γH2AX spreading, and perhaps concurrently with BRCA1 recruitment. So, ATM 

and 53BP1 may be attracted and activated by other methods in the case of 

NHEJ. Likewise HR could be abandoned for NHEJ if CtIP does not bind BRCA1 

following Ubiquitination of H2A, or both could proceed simultaneously. The same 

seeming paradox of initial DNA binding regarding PAR vs. Ku, exists with regard 
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to Tip60 and p400, which are recruited by PAR, but are required for 53BP1 

recruitment and NHEJ (234). 

1.2.3 Apoptosis  

 The forms of death observable in mammalian cells are numerous, 

potentially overlapping, and subject to debate in the literature (246). Apoptosis is 

traditionally described as a form of programmed cell death that follows a distinct 

set of phenotypic changes. As apposed to necrosis, apoptosis doesn’t cause 

inflammation, and has a prominent role in tissue differentiation, remodeling, and 

development (247, 248).  

A prominently cited study by Jochen Lips and Bernd Kaina indicates that 

death following strict DSB formation proceeds by apoptosis, while death following 

IR proceeds by both apoptosis and necrosis. This study used electroporation of 

restriction enzymes to cause DSB as a control, thus circumventing other forms of 

cell damage associated with radiation or drug toxicity (249). In addition, some 

claim that cell membrane mediated necrosis is a more likely explanation of 

lymphoid death following radiation, because death follows so quickly after 

exposure (196).  
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Figure 3: Apoptosis pathways with likely relative c ontributions to outcome in IR-induced 
lymphocyte death.  
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Unconditionally applying these claims, however, could be misleading. In 

the Lips and Kaina study, apoptosis was at least five times more prevalent  

than necrosis following IR (249). In addition, the methods used to distinguish 

between apoptosis and necrosis were likely insufficient (247). The fibroblast in 

this model were perpetually in cell cycle, diluting the impact of their p53   

dependence (249). More importantly, in the phase of maximal lymphoid death  

following total body radiation, acute catastrophic inflammation does not occur, as 

would be expected if necrosis were prominent (241, 248). While membrane 

damage of IR may be a factor, studies using knockouts of NHEJ pathways, which 

would not impact membrane upkeep, indicate a 100x increase in radiation 

sensitivity (241). This suggests a major role for DNA-damage mediated 

apoptosis. Therefore, although neither necrosis nor membrane damage should 

be completely ignored, apoptosis through DNA damage likely plays the far more 

dominant role in IR mediated cell death.  

 Apoptosis is initiated through three broad pathways: Intrinsic, Extrinsic, 

and Granzyme. These are illustrated with their relative impact on IR induced 

immune death in Figure 3. At the core of the intrinsic apoptotic pathway is the 

integrity of the mitochondrial membrane. Disruption of the outer mitochondrial 
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membrane causes the release of Cytochrome c. Upon entering the cytosol, 

cytochrome c binds to Apaf-1 and Pro-caspase-9, forming the apoptosome (250). 

In concert with cytochrome c release, smac/DIABLO and HtrA2/Omi complexes 

are also released from the mitochondria to bind and block a family of proteins 

known as inhibitors of apoptosis (IAP) (247). The discovery of the apoptotic 

function of cytochrome c was in fact made by investigating the mitochondria 

following radiation induced cell death (251). 

Caspases generally exist throughout the cell in an innocuous form, 

requiring activation for their proteolytic activity. IAP family members typically bind 

to, and inactivate caspases. After IAP sequestration and apoptosome formation, 

Pro-caspase-9 is activated and released as Caspase-9. At this point CAD/ICAD 

(Caspase-Induced DNAse/Inhibitor of CAD) is also released from the 

mitochondria, along with early endonuclease AIF and endonuclease G, which 

relocate to the nucleus. Caspase-9 activates caspase-3, the first of the so-called 

effector caspases in a cascade of caspase activation. As the cascade 

progresses, the apoptotic signal is amplified (247). 

Caspase-3 activates caspase-6 and caspase-7, and together these 

effector caspases degrade proteins and skeletal structures throughout the cell. 
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Caspase-3 also releases the endonuclease CAD from its inhibitor, ICAD. Freed 

CAD completes the job of chromatin condensation and DNA degradation begun 

by AIF and endonuclease G. The activation of caspase-3 is considered the 

irreversible step in apoptosis, although the early endonucleases operate in a 

caspase-independent manner (247). 

Apoptosis ends ultimately with the formation of apoptotic bodies: small 

compact globules of cytoplasm filled with dense organelles and surface signals 

that stimulate phagocytosis by macrophages. The series of morphological 

changes that accompany these proteolytic and nucleolytic activities are 

observable in the following order: cell shrinkage, pyknosis (chromatin 

condensation), membrane blebbing, karyorrhexis (nucleus fragmentation), and 

finally apoptotic body formation (247, 252). 

As so much depends on the integrity of the outer mitochondrial membrane 

(OMM), a host of anti-apoptotic proteins accompanies a small group of OMM 

pore-inducing protein counterparts. These proteins have common regions of 

homology, the BH domains, and are collectively known as the Bcl-2 family of 

proteins (253, 254). 
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The Bcl-2 family is composed of two pro-apoptotic families and one anti-

apoptotic family. At the core of pro-apoptotic activity are proteins BAX and BAK, 

which cause permeabilization of the OMM. This likely occurs through 

conformational change into a detergent-like structure, and direct transmembrane 

poration. Anti-apoptotic members Bcl-2, Bcl-XL, and Mcl-1 antagonize BAX and 

BAK. This doesn’t occur necessarily through direct binding and sequestration in a 

standing state, as BAX exists as a monomer and translocates to the 

mitochondria when activated. The final group of pro-apoptotic members are 

characterized by possession of only one BH region (BH3-only), and promote 

apoptosis by direct binding of the anti-apoptotic members. These include BID, 

BIM, BAD, BIK, PUMA and NOXA (254).   

The interplay between members of the Bcl-2 family is complex, involving 

transcriptional regulation, direct binding, activation, translocation, oligomerization, 

and conformational changes. In addition, Bcl-2 family members also have 

extensive interaction with metabolic pathways (255), and roles in proper 

mitochondrial formation (256). Some studies even suggest that apoptotic roles of 

individual members are situational (254).  
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However, the overall roles of Bcl-2 family members for the purposes of our 

experiments are clear. Constitutive over-expression of anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 

promotes survival under normally apoptotic circumstances in lymphocytes (197). 

When Bcl-2 is knocked out from birth, lymphocytes differentiate and arrive at the 

periphery, but mature lymphocytes cannot survive (257). Knockout of BH3-only 

BIM gives lymphocytes a survival advantage under a variety of apoptotic 

circumstances (258), and specifically from IR (259). Knockout of BAX results in 

lymphoid hyperplasia (260). As developmental caveats normally applicable to 

knockout models do not rationally apply to a gain-of-function in survival for BIM 

or BAX knockout, these studies demonstrate that the presence of these proteins 

effect apoptotic outcome in mature lymphocytes despite the complex interplay 

and likely redundancies.  

DNA damage and repair pathways intersect with the intrinsic apoptotic 

pathway at a variety of points. Perhaps the most important interaction is that 

ATM stabilizes p53 by phosphorylating checkpoint-kinase-2 (Chk2) on Thr68, 

which then phosphorylates p53 on Ser20, protecting it from degradation. ATM 

then activates p53 directly by phosphorylation on Ser15. This promotes p53-

mediated transcription of a variety of genes. Likely most important for IR among 
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these is P53 Up-regulated Modulator of Apoptosis (PUMA), which binds and 

sequesters all anti-apoptotic family members, and also directly activates BAX 

and BAK (254). Genetic knockout of PUMA results in a thymocyte IR resistance 

equal to p53 knockout, as well as in cytokine starvation resistance in immune 

cells (259, 261). It should be noted that this is not necessarily the decisive point 

in cell survival, as p53 also up-regulates a variety of DNA-repair genes.  

During the process of thymic maturation, anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family 

members have distinct roles in T cell development (262, 263). The same is true 

for B cells in the bone marrow and spleen. Bcl-2 family members also have key 

roles in immune memory formation (264), as well as the already mentioned key 

roles in homeostasis (265). 

With regard to the subject of this thesis, a common explanation for the 

enhanced radioresistance of Memory T cells over Naïve T cells in the literature is 

that memory T cells have higher concentrations of anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family 

members (202, 205). Another explanation put forward is that naïve T cells have 

higher concentrations of pro-apoptotic Bcl-2 family members, specifically BIM 

(202, 205). 
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The Extrinsic pathway receives death signals through exogenous binding 

and activation of surface death receptors that have a common death domain. Fas 

receptor (FasR or CD95) is a transmembrane death receptor activated by the 

binding of Fas Ligand (FasL). Binding may occur by direct cell-to-cell contact or 

via soluble FasL binding to cell-bound FasR. Activation proceeds via FasR 

adapter protein FADD binding to the receptor and to Pro-caspase-8, forming a 

death-inducing signaling complex (DISC). From this point, the execution of 

apoptosis follows from caspase-8 activation of caspase-3, and is then identical to 

the intrinsic pathway. Other extrinsic apoptotic receptors and ligands include TNF 

receptor 1/ TNFa, and members of the Apo / DR families (247). Extrinsic 

apoptosis may also proceed due to DNA damage, as p53 also up regulates the 

expression of Fas-R. The extent of extrinsic apoptosis following IR in 

lymphocytes is the subject of some debate, with different groups reporting 

contradictory results (266-269). The consensus of these reports appears to be 

that extrinsic apoptosis plays a role, but not the dominant one.  

In addition to signaling initiated by DNA damage sensing and repair 

proteins, a separate system is initiated due to the RNA transcription inhibition 

that occurs following DNA damage. In this process, EGF receptor 
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phosphorylation causes sustained phosphorylation of JNK/p38. Following this, 

the transcription factor AP-1 is activated and drives Fas-L expression (270). 

While there are reports of JNK/p38 pathway activation following IR exposure in 

lymphocytes (208), the consensus is that this is a minor pathway in lymphocyte 

IR sensitivity. 

The granzyme pathway is a specialized pathway used by CD8 T cells to 

kill infected cells. CD8 T cells secrete perforins and proteases Granzyme A and 

B. Once inside the cell, Granzyme A activates DNAse NM23-H1. Granzyme B 

activates Caspase 10, which in turn activates Caspase-3. Granzyme B can also 

activate caspase-3 directly, can rupture the mitochondrial membrane through 

cleavage of Bid, and can independently release CAD from ICAD (247). As most 

assays have been performed with mixed populations of T, B, and NK cells, it is 

unknown if the Granzyme pathway plays any part in lymphocyte IR sensitivity.   
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SECTION 1.3 – TOPIC OF THIS THESIS 

As indicated in Section 1.1, the clearance of most pathogens is ultimately 

accomplished by adaptive immunity. The multiple roles of T cells make them 

particularly important in this regard. These roles include the orchestration of the 

overall immune strategy during a response (CD4), and detecting and attacking 

infected cells (CD8). T cells can be further distinguished by their functions in 

immune memory. These include Effector Memory (EM) and Central Memory 

(CM) T cell subsets.  

As indicated in Section 1.2, lymphocytes are among the most 

radiosensitive cells in the body, and are the most radiosensitive group of immune 

cells. Their level of depletion in patients following WBI both directly impacts 

survival from infection, and reflects the degree of overall immune compromise.  

A wealth of information is available about the effects of IR on mammalian 

cells. The formation and repair of DSB are the decisive factors in cell survival 

following IR. A vast majority of DSB repair in lymphocyte populations is 

constrained to NHEJ, due to the low levels of steady-state homeostasic division. 

In all eukaryotes studied thus far, a variety of chromatin alterations occur in 

conjunction with DSB repair. Cell death from DSB accumulation in lymphocytes 
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proceeds by p53 and PUMA mediated apoptosis. Bcl-2 family members play 

prominent roles in other aspects of lymphocyte survival or death.  

We will revisit the mechanism(s) of differential T cell subset 

radiosensitivity. This will be addressed in chapter 2 of this thesis. We will 

describe, for the first time, the distinct radiosensitivity of CM and EM T cell 

populations. We will address whether differential concentrations of Bcl-2 family 

members, in either a pro- or anti-apoptotic capacity, could be responsible for 

differential radiosensitivity across all T cell subsets. Further, we will address 

whether differential repair kinetics can be responsible for observed survival 

differences. We will attempt to trace these differences back to steady state 

chromatin, and chromatin alterations that occur during DSB repair. Finally, we 

will ask whether chemically-induced chromatin alteration, as a post-IR 

intervention, can be used to improve the survival of terminally differentiated T 

cells.   

 As indicated in Section 1.1, the immune senescence that accompanies 

aging is reflected in multiple T cell defects. These include age-related defects in 

T cell production, homeostasis, proliferation, and function. Multiple lines of 

evidence suggest that some of these defects are amplified in the context of latent 
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viral infection, such as CMV infection. The extremely high prevalence of CMV in 

human populations make it a fundamental model for the study of both general 

immunity and aging immunity.  

In light of this, we will attempt to determine the systemic impact of mCMV 

and hCMV on both the radiosensitivity and repopulation of T cell populations. 

This study will appear in chapter 3. We will ask whether population level 

radiosensitivity of CD8 EM T cells is altered in CMV positive humans or mice. We 

will then attempt to trace these radiosensitivity differences to CMV-induced 

heterogeneity in the CD8 T cell population. Secondly, we will ask if the process of 

memory maturation alters the radiosensitivity of CD8 EM T cells, and if this 

alteration might be due to chromatin state, as discovered in chapter 2. We will 

then ask if CMV infection can delay the repopulation of Naïve T cells. Finally, we 

will map the sensitivity of CD8 EM T cells to surface markers that can predict 

radiosensitivity outside of the context of CMV.  

While much is known about the acute effects of WBI on the immune 

system, little is known about the long-term effects, as exposed individuals enter 

old age. Studies of Hiroshima and Nagasaki survivors have drawn some parallels 

between natural immune aging and the long-term effects of WBI. Concurrently, 
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many overarching theories of aging have at their root the idea that DNA damage 

accumulates with age, leading to cellular senescence. In parallel, senescence is 

result of extensive cell division in some biological models. Because IR causes 

massive DNA damage and an intense bought of cell division in immune cells, the 

relevance of these theories to immune aging might be revealed by combining 

WBI and aging in an animal model. The inclusion of life-long CMV as another 

variable might inform on whether distinct or combined causes underlie 

senescence-induced or CMV-induced aging acceleration. Inclusion of CMV also 

more closely reflects the immune background of human populations. We will 

address these issues in chapter 4. We will ask whether WBI exposure in youth 

affects immune function and homeostasis in old age, and whether mCMV 

additively influences either. As indicated in Section 1.1.4, WNV is an emerging 

virus that shows enhanced lethality with age, requires the efficient function of 

various aspects of the immune system, and has a very effective vaccine (RWN). 

We will use RWN and WNV as a tool for determining the overall state of immune 

function after aging variously IR-exposed and CMV-infected groups of mice. We 

will determine whether a broad variety of immune defects are influenced by these 

treatments. These will include Ab production and efficacy, and T cell function and 
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proliferation. We will also address the possibility of CMV reactivation following 

both irradiation and WNV infection.     
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CHAPTER 2: RADIOSENSITIVITY OF T CELL SUBSETS MAPS TO HISTONE 

DEACETYLATION   

SECTION 2.1 – PURPOSE 

 Even as instances of lethal irradiation are thankfully rare, IR remains a 

looming social threat. Nuclear weapons are abundant (271), and the technology 

behind them is the constant focus of global political action (272). Although 

individual cases of HRS might be effectively treated with bone marrow transplant, 

such resources could not be effectively applied to mass exposures. Therefore, 

the development of post-exposure intervention is valuable, although hopefully 

never required.  

 A fundamental understanding of peripheral immune subset radiation 

sensitivity is also critical for understanding the clinical effects of radiotherapy 

(273, 274), bone marrow transplant outcome (275), and immune re-constitution 

(276). Additionally, the discovery of factors responsible for differential lymphocyte 

radiation sensitivity has implications for diverse areas of immune study. These 

include DNA damage response (199), natural and virus-induced hematopoietic 

cancers (277, 278), V(D)J recombination (279), cytotoxic killing (280), and 
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possibly age-induced immune senescence (281), inasmuch as the latter may 

intersect with DNA damage repair over lifespan.   

Although the phenomenon of differential T cell sensitivity has been known 

for over 50 years (195), few studies have attempted to differentiate between 

cycling and interphase cells within each population.  

 Therefore, we approached the problem through the following stages: (i) 

define the interphase and mitotic sensitivity of each T cell subset, (ii) find repair 

or apoptosis correlates between interphase populations and observed sensitivity 

differences, and (iii) attempt to intervene following radiation and raise the 

radioresistance of more sensitive subsets to match that of the most resistant 

subset(s). 
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SECTION 2.2 - MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.2.1 Mice  

Adult (<8 Month) Male C57BL/6 mice were acquired from Jackson 

Laboratories and held under specific pathogen-free conditions in the animal 

facility at the University of Arizona (UA). All experiments were conducted in 

accordance with the guidelines set by the UA Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee, consistent with all federal, state and local regulations. Mice were 

euthanized by isofluorane and spleen was collected into complete RPMI 

supplemented with 5 or 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS). Blood was taken from 

the heart of sacrificed, or alternatively by retro-oribital bleed from living, 

anesthesia-free mice. Red blood cells were hypotonically lysed.  

2.2.2 Irradiation  

Irradiation was performed on a Gammacell Cs137 source irradiator 

calibrated by in-house physicist from the UA Health Sciences Center. Dosage 

was verified with thermal luminescence dosimeters (TLD) (Landauer, Inc) and 

TLDs from the Medical Radiation Research Center at the University of 

Wisconsin. Dosages fell within 5% of expected values. Effective dose rate 
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ranged 70.2-68.36 cGy/min depending on the age of the source, and distance. 

For whole body irradiation mice were placed in sterile RadDisks (Braintree 

Scientific, Braintree, MA) with no separation. Irradiations occurred before noon 

on a light-dark cycle 7am-7pm. In vitro irradiations were performed in 96-well 

300ul capacity round-bottom plates with lids in the center of the irradiation field, 

in wells at the center of the plate, in 270ul of RPMI 10% supplemented as 

described (282). All remaining wells on the plate were filled with 270ul 1x PBS. In 

vitro irradiations were performed on ice water, and plates were kept on ice in 

transit. Post-radiation in vitro incubations occurred in RPMI complete with 10% 

FCS (as above) at 37°C with 5% CO2.  

2.2.3 Flow Cytometry   

LIVE / DEAD yellow stain was purchased from Life Technologies (Grand 

Island, NY). Fluorescent conjugated α-Mouse antibodies against CD4 (S3.5) and  

CD19 (6D5) were acquired from Life Technologies. CD8a (S3-6.7), CD62L (MEL-

14), CD44 (IM7), CD3 (17A2), NK1.1 (PK136), Bcl-XL (7B2.5), and CCR7 (4B12) 

were acquired from eBioscience (Dan Diego, CA). α-Ki-67 (B56), α-Active 

Caspase-3 (CPP32), Bcl-2 (BCL/10C4) were acquired from BD Pharmingen (San 

Jose, CA). CD8b (YTS156.7.7) CD49b (DX5), and γH2AX (2F-3) were 
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purchased from Biolegend (San Diego, CA). Monoclonal rabbit antibody against 

Mouse Mcl-1 (Y37) was visualized with donkey α-rabbit IgG antibody conjugated 

to PE or FITC. Antibodies against Bim (H-191, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa 

Cruz, CA), Bax (B-9, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), H3K27ac and H3K27me3 

(Active Motif, Carlsbad, CA) were visualized similarly, and blocked with donkey 

serum as needed. Staining was performed at 4°C foll owed by fixation and 

permeabilization (FoxP3 kit, eBioscience) except for CCR7, which was incubated 

with cells for 30 minutes at 37°C.   

2.2.4 Comet Assay  

Spleen or blood-derived mononuclear cells were sorted into CD8+CD4- 

subsets using CD44 and CD62L to identify CD8 N (CD44lo62Lhi) CM 

(CD44hi62Lhi) and EM (CD44hi62Llo) populations. Cells were sorted on a FACS 

Aria cell sorter within the UA Flow Cytometry Core Facility. Directly following 5Gy 

irradiation on ice, cell samples were mixed with 1% agarose in TBE (37°C) and 

immediately pipetted onto slides and then placed back on ice. Slides were 

otherwise kept at 4°C in the dark. Cells were lysed  with Comet lyse buffer (2.5M 

NaCl, 100mM EDTA, 100mM Tris, 1% DMSO, 1% Triton-X; pH 8.0) for 1.5 hours 

at 4°C, washed twice, and subjected to electrophore sis at 25V for 20 minutes in 
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the TBE buffer. Samples were dried with EtOH and kept at 4°C until visualization. 

Samples were re-hydrated with Propidium Iodide (PI) on the day of visualization. 

Microscopy was performed with a Nikon Eclipse (TE2000-U) at 20x and Tail 

moment analysis was performed with Cometscore software (The TriTek 

Corporation, Sumerduck, VA). 1 or 2 slides per cell subset per mouse were 

processed, depending on experiment, and 10 photographs of randomly selected 

cells were attempted per slide.   

2.2.5 TUNEL Assay   

The APO-DIRECT TUNEL assay kit with FITC dUTP (BD Biosciences) 

was applied as per manufacturer’s instructions, with the following modifications: 

surface antibodies were applied before radiation for 30 minutes and washed out 

before radiation; cells were fixed directly (as per flow cytometry above) after 

radiation treatment in a final volume of 1mL fixative solution per sample without 

RPMI wash, then fixed again after wash for an additional 30 minutes; the TdT 

reaction lasted 135 min in a 96-well plate at 37°C in 5% CO2.  

2.2.6 Apoptosis  

All chemicals were applied to cells at their final concentration in RMPI-10% FBS 

complete (see above). Staurosporine (ST) (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) was diluted in 
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DMSO as stock and brought to a final concentration of 1µg/mL. ST was washed 

out at 6 hours followed by a re-application of VPA or regular media for the 

remainder of the incubation. Etoposide (ET) (Sigma) VP-16 was diluted in DMSO 

as stock, then to a final concentration of 5µg/mL. ET was left in for the duration of 

the assay. Valproic Acid powder (Sigma) was diluted to a stock of 0.3M in 

1xPBS, then further diluted to final concentration(s). All VPA stocks were made 

from powder fresh before application. Heat shock was accomplished in 96-well 

plates in a 45°C water bath for 10 minutes. VPA med ia was applied before heat 

shock. Brefeldin A (eBioscience) was diluted in Methanol, and applied at a final 

concentration of 2ug/mL. 

2.2.7 Statistics  

Statistics were performed in Prism 4.0 (Graphpad Software). Generally, 

paired 1 and 2-way ANOVA tests were employed between cell types recovered 

from the same individual, because of the variability of overall starting counts. All 

error bars shown are SEM.  
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SECTION 2.3 – RESULTS 

2.3.1 Differential sensitivity of T EM and TCM cell subsets to radiation.  

To examine whether CD4 and CD8 EM and CM T cell subsets were 

differentially sensitive to interphase death, we irradiated replicate splenocyte 

samples with 2Gy, 4Gy or 0Gy (no irradiation), then rested them for 3, 12, 17, or 

24 hours. We counted viable cells remaining in each sample, excluding cells that 

had initiated or committed apoptosis with LIVE/DEAD stain and Anti-Active-

Caspase-3 Ab respectively (Figure 4). To measure interphase death, we also 

excluded cells undergoing recent mitosis using Ki-67 expression, which 

increases in lymphocytes that have crossed the S1 phase of cell cycle in the past 

2-3 days (283, 284). A slight caveat here is that Ki-67 staining may miss those 

cells immediately primed to re-enter G1 (283, 285). However, as we used 

unstimulated cells and mice from a stringently specific pathogen-free (SPF) 

colony, a short observation period post radiation, low levels of steady-state 

homeostatic division (235), and an in vitro environment devoid of growth factors 

(286), we feel that cytometric distinction of Ki-67HI and Ki-67LO cells allowed us 
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.  

Figure 4 Gating strategy, survival patterns in bloo d, verification of survival trends by 
CCR7.  

(A) Gating strategy. (B) CD8 populations in blood at 17 hours post 2Gy. (C) Naïve, EM, and CM 
populations from blood 17 hours post 4 Gy, defined by CCR7 rather than CD62L.  
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Figure 5: Differential radiosensitivity of T cell s ubsets in vitro.  

Splenocytes from n=8 adult male C57BL/6 mice were split evenly and subjected to 0, 2, or 4Gy of 
in vitro radiation. Samples were rested for 3, 12, 17 or 24 hours and resulting flow cytometry 
samples were gated and counted (FigS1). Counts for A-C are shown relative to 1, where 1 is the 
0Gy sample count per subset per mouse per time point. (A) 2Gy irradiated CD8 T cells. (B) 4Gy 
irradiated CD8 T cells. (C) 2Gy irradiated CD4 T cells. (D) 4Gy irradiated CD4 T cells. Paired 2-
way ANOVA results of A-B: time ***, subtype *; C-D: time ***, subtype ns.  Bonferroni post-tests 
shown between Naïve and EM subtypes. 
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Figure 6: Differential radiosensitivity of T cell s ubsets in vivo.  

In vivo dose response curves.  Groups of 6 adult male C57BL/6 mice were subjected to whole 
body irradiation at 0,1,2, or 4Gy before noon, and then rested for 72 hours. Splenocytes were 
harvested and gated through Ki-67LO. Natural Log of the surviving fraction by flow identification 
and cell counts are shown on the Y axis. Test of slope difference Naïve vs. EM from linear 
regression: (both left and right panels) = ***. All figures representative of at least 2 independent 
experiments.   
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to focus our analysis of primary cells that were in interphase (Ki-67lo), during 

irradiation. Throughout this work we have normalized cell counts obtained from 

irradiated samples by dividing them by the 0Gy counterparts per animal per time 

point and per T cell population. We reproducibly found that CD8 TEM cells 

showed less interphase death than their TCM or TN counterparts across a range of 

radiation doses (Figure 5A-B). Surprisingly, TCM and CD8 TN cells were almost 

identical in their intrinsic interphase death sensitivity and kinetics. CD4 TCM and 

TN cells showed less interphase death than their CD8 counterparts (Figure 5C-

D), but still exhibited lower resistance than CD4 TEM cells.  

 We next tested survival trends between subsets in vivo. C57BL/6 mice 

were exposed to 1Gy, 2Gy, 4Gy or no irradiation, then rested for 72 hours. These 

doses were all non-lethal, as expected for murine LD50/30  (193). We observed 

similar trends under in vivo conditions between CD8 EM T cells and Naïve T cells 

(Figure 6). However, CD8 CM T cells showed a dramatic survival improvement in 

an in vivo context, the basis of which is under examination, but which could be 

linked to bone marrow, or other niche, protective effects (287). Blood-circulating 

T cell subsets recapitulated these trends. Mammalian cells in S-phase of mitosis  
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Figure 7: Cell division during irradiation is advan tageous for Naïve T Cells, but detrimental 
for EM T cells.  
N=8 splenocyte samples were treated as in figure 5, except cells were gated on ki-67 hi (Dividing) 
or ki-67 low (Interphase). (A), CD4 EM T cells (B), CD8 Naive T cells (C), CD4 Naïve T Cells (D), 
CD8 CM T cells (E), or CD4 CM T cells (F). Counts are shown relative to 1, where 1 is the non-
irradiated sample for each mouse at each time point. Paired 2-way ANOVA results of A: time***, 
division ** ; B: time***, division ns ; C: time***, division* ; D: time ***, division**, E: time***, division 
ns ; F: time***, division ns. (G) Flow plot of Propidium Iodide staining revealing 2N vs. 4N Naïve 
CD4 T cells. (H) Comparison of 2N vs. 4N CD4 Naïve T cell survival from 6 spleens. Results of 
paired T-test shown.  
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incur a slight resistance to radiation-induced death when compared to other cell 

cycle phases (189). T cell subsets differed in whether division was sensitizing: 

mitotic Naïve CD4 and CD8 T cells were more resistant than their interphase 

counterparts, while mitotic EM T cells were less resistant (Figure 7A-D). No 

differences were found between interphase and mitotic CM cells (Figure 7E-F). 

However, CD4 and CD8 mitotic radioresistance was not replicated in 4N 

populations defined by propidium iodide staining, thus implying G1-phase 

resistance or a delay in apoptotic signaling in cycling Naïve T cells (Figure 7G-H) 

2.3.2 Differential levels of Bcl-2 family members d o not correlate with 

radiosensitivity  

Because CD8 CM T cells were resistant in vivo but not in vitro, we 

questioned whether Bcl-2 family members were responsible for radiosensitivity 

differences. We stained T cell populations with antibodies against Bcl-2, Mcl-1, 

and Bcl-XL. Standing levels of anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family members did not 

correlate with survival trends between CD4 and CD8 T cells, nor between 

subsets. For example, TCM cells expressed more Bcl-2 compared to TEM cells 

(Figure 8A-B), whereas enhanced radioresistance was limited to TEM cells.   
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Figure 8: Standing pro- and anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 fa mily members do not correlate with 
intrinsic T cell subset radiosensitivity.  

Splenocytes (n=6) from adult male C57BL/6 mice were subjected to flow cytometry and analyzed 
for MFI of (A) Bcl-2, (B) Mcl-1, (C) Bim and (D) Bax. Statistics are the result of paired 1-way 
ANOVAs between subsets of either CD4 or CD8 T cells. All ANOVA results = ****. All figures 
representative of at least 2 independent experiments. 
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Figure 9 : Anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 family members do n ot correlate with survival patterns in T 
cell subsets by cell division.  

(A-D) Standing levels of Bcl-2 and Mcl-1 in interphase vs. dividing CD8 and CD4 T cell  
splenocytes (n= 6). (E-F) Standing levels of Bcl-XL in CD4 and CD8 interphase subsets. All 
ANOVA’s significant for cell type and / or division. Bonferroni post-tests of 1-way and 2-way 
ANOVAs shown throughout. 
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Figure 10: Neither Bcl-2 nor Mcl-1 fold change foll owing IR exposure correlate with 
survival.  

Samples were treated as in Figure 5. MFI of Bcl-2 (A,C) or Mcl-1 (B,D) through time, normalized 
to the 0Gy group per mouse per time point from 8 mice. Bonferroni post-tests shown throughout, 
relative to both other subsets at a given time point.  
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(Figure 5). Bcl-XL expression also failed to correlate with survival (Figure 9E-F). 

We observed that Bcl-2 tended to decrease during division, while Mcl-1 appeared 

to concomitantly increase as has been described for activated T cells (Figure 9A-

D). Pro-apoptotic proteins Bim and Bax also failed to correlate with CD4 and CD8 

subset radiosensitivity (Figure 7C-D), although increased expression of these 

proteins was observed following radiation. Likewise, fold changes of Bcl-2 and 

Mcl-1 following IR were slight, and did not correlate with survival (Figure 10A-D). 

2.3.3 Radioresistance correlates with early γH2AX marking.  

H2AX is a variant of the H2A histone that is phosphorylated at Ser139 as part of 

the immediate dsDNA break detection and repair, at which point this 

phosphorylated histone is called γH2AXγH2AX (228). Increased inclusion of the 

H2AX variant correlates with survival advantage in human memory T cells (287). 

To evaluate whether DNA damage sensing is comparable between T cell 

subsets, we examined the increase in DSB marking by γH2AX in CD8 T cell 

subsets post-radiation. Maximal up-regulation of γH2AX post-radiation over time 

was the highest in TN and lowest in CD8 TEM cells, which directly (and not 

inversely, as one may expect), correlated with radiosensitivity (Figure 11A). We 

examined  
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Figure 11: Early γH2AX marking, and not H2AX content or maximal γH2AX marking, 
correlate to post-radiation survival.   
All samples from adult male C57BL/6 mice. (A) γH2AX fold change in CD8+ T cell splenocyte 
subsets at indicated times post 4Gy irradiation (n=4) and incubation at 37°C. 2-way ANOVA for 
time: ****, cell type: **** . Bonferroni post-tests shown  for (EM vs CM). (B) Standing H2AX 
histone amongst the CD8 + T cell subsets from the blood of 6 mice. 1-way ANOVA = *** (C) 
Representative flow plot of γH2AX signal from isotype control (dotted line), CD8 EM T cells mock 
irradiated (grey filled), or CD8 EM T cells irradiated at 10Gy on ice and kept on ice until fixation. 
(D) Immediate γH2AX fold change as in (C) for CD8 subsets across radiation doses. Samples 
were kept on ice until fixation. 2-way ANOVA and Bonferroni post-tests shown. (E) Kinetic of 
γH2AX fold change during the first five minutes post irradiation and incubation at 37°C. 
Bonferroni post-tests is shown for EM vs. CM. Significance throughout: ns = not significant, **** = 
p<0.0001, *** = p<0.001, ** = p<0.01, * = p<0.05. 
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whether differing γH2AX expression after radiation could be due in part to 

disparate native H2AX levels, and found that CD8 TN and TCM cells indeed 

contain more native H2AX histone available for phosphorylation (Figure 11B). 

Surprisingly, we found that radiation dose-dependent γH2AX marking can take 

place even when cells are irradiated on ice and never withdrawn from ice before 

fixation (Figure 11C-D). This early marking correlated with radioresistance of TEM 

(Figure 11D). Moreover, the TEM DSB marking was more robust in the first 5 

minutes of 37°C incubation following radiation (Fig ure 11E), suggesting that early 

and rapid DSB marking may determine early protection from radiation. 

2.3.4 CD8 TEM cells bind DS breaks faster than T CM. 

Given that T cells can sense DSB nearly instantaneously at 4°C in our 

hands, and given that γH2AX marking takes place at or following DSB end 

binding by either PAR or Ku in many systems (219, 234, 245), we reasoned the 

this early γH2AX advantage may reflect more immediate DSB binding. In order to 

test if TEM were indeed able to hold together DSB earlier in the repair process, 

employed the TUNEL assay (288). TUNEL assay detects DNA fragmentation 

due to apoptosis, and therefore should also detect DSBs between subsets after 

radiation if DNA at the either end of DSB were free of either Ku proteins or PAR  
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Figure 12: CD8 TEM bind DNA breaks more efficiently than TCM  
(A) TUNEL assay applied to PBMC after 5Gy irradiation and immediate fixation (n=6). Each cell 
type from each mouse is subtracted from its 0Gy control. 1-way paired ANOVA = *. Tukey post-
test shown (B) Splenocytes (n=8) sorted into CD8 CM, EM and Naïve subsets, irradiated (5Gy) 
and subjected to Comet assay. 1-way ANOVA = ***. Post-tests shown. Representative of at least 
2 independent experiments. Significance throughout: ns = not significant, **** = p<0.0001, *** = 
p<0.001, ** = p<0.01, * = p<0.05. 
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Figure 13: Various DNA break assays can detect diff erential DNA break binding.  

(A) Representative flow histogram of CD8 CM T cells splenocytes from the same mouse fixed 
immediately after 5Gy (black line histogram) or 0Gy (grey filled histogram) of irradiation, and 
subjected to incubation with TdT in the presence of FITC-dUTP (flow-TUNEL). (B) Representative 
comet from Naïve CD8 T cells sorted and subjected to comet assay and visualization with 
Propidium Iodide. (C) Representative comet from CD8 EM T cell treated with Proteinase K prior 
to electrophoresis but following lysis. (not to scale with B). (D) Results of sorted CD8 CM, EM, 
and Naïve T cells from 8 spleens subjected to 0Gy (NT) or 5Gy irradiation followed by the comet 
assay. Bonferroni post-tests shown. (E) Limited analysis of EM and Naïve CD8 T cells treated 
with Proteinase K as in (C). 
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formation. By fixing and applying the TUNEL assay directly after in vitro 

irradiation at 4°C, we were able to detect breaks i n ex vivo T cells. (Figure 13A). 

Note that the dose of 5 Gy (rather than doses of 2 & 4 Gy) was necessary to 

detect reproducible damage. By this assay, CD8 TCM cells showed more TUNEL 

activity from an identical amount of radiation compared to their counterparts 

(Figure 12A), while TEM cells showed the least, implying that DSB were bound 

more in TEM. Therefore, perhaps surprisingly, TEM cells were able to bind DSB 

ends in the few seconds between irradiation and fixation. 

 We also examined DSB formation by the comet assay, which has an 

established threshold for detecting radiation-induced DSB (289), Figure 13D). 

We reasoned that DSB ends bound together by Ku or PAR would produce lower 

tail moments under neutral conditions. Splenocytes were sorted into CD8 TEM, 

TCM and TN cell groups. Sorted cells were kept on ice throughout radiation, 

transit, and after being embedded in agarose on slides. Tail Moments of 5Gy-

irradiated sorted CD8 TCM cells again showed a greater portion of unbound DSB 

compared to other subsets (Figure 12B, see also Figure 13C-D). Therefore, the 

comet assay confirmed that survival advantage in TEM correlated with immediate 

DSB binding. 
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 2.3.5 Radiosensitivity correlates with closed chro matin 

content, and with relative chromatin shifts followi ng radiation across T cell 

subsets.  

We noted that H2AX genomic content corresponded with enhanced 

radiosensitivity. Enhanced genomic H2AX content has been shown to 

correspond to regions of closed, non-transcribing genomic structure (227). 

Moreover, chromatin compaction may limit the DNA damage response (290), and 

it has been shown that TN cells have a much more closed chromatin 

conformation than memory T cells on the whole (291). Together, these factors 

suggest that overall chromatin state might be limiting for early DNA damage 

response in TN and TCM cells. 

Histone H3 that is tri-methylated on Lysine 27 (H3K27me3), is known to 

correspond with areas of closed chromatin architecture (292), while Histone H3 

acetylated on Lysine 27 (H3K27ac) conversely correlates with areas of relaxed 

chromatin architecture (293). We observed that genome-wide H3K27me3 

content negatively correlated with survival across T cell subsets (Figure 14A). 

While CD8 TN and TCM began to open chromatin immediately following radiation,  
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Figure 14: Standing H3K27me3 content, and H3K27me3 down-regulation following 
radiation, correlates with T cell subset radiosensi tivity.  

(A) Standing H3K27me3 in T cell subsets vs. relative survival of those same subsets post 4Gy 
and 21 hour incubation, averages from n=5. From highest survival: CD4EM, CD8 EM, CD4CM, 
CD4N, CD8CM, CD8N. (B) H3K27me3 alterations following radiation and 5 minute incubation at 
37°C. 2-way ANOVA: cell type: ****, radiation ***. (n=4). (C) Kinetic of difference in H3K27me3 
signal (4Gy – 0Gy) per mouse per subset per time point following radiation. (n=4). Incubation at 
37°C. 2-way ANOVA: Time: ** Cell subsets:* Shown ar e results of Tukey post-tests between 
subsets using the average of all time points. Representative of at least 2 independent 
experiments. Significance throughout: ns = not significant, **** = p<0.0001, *** = p<0.001, ** = 
p<0.01, * = p<0.05. 
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TEM did not attempt significant genome reorganization in the first hour (Figure 

14B-C). These findings may suggest that TEM cells already contain chromatin 

configurations optimally suited for repair.  

2.3.6 Treatment with valproic acid following irradi ation abrogates T 

cell subset radiosensitivity differences by improvi ng the survival of N and 

CM subsets.   

To test whether global genomic architecture may be the dominant factor in 

T cell subset radiosensitivity differences, we experimentally forced the genome 

open following radiation and asked whether that would improve TN and TCM 

radiosensitivity. Valproic Acid (VPA) is one of a number of histone deacetylase 

inhibitors that allow the genome to effectively assume an open chromatin state 

(294). We confirmed that VPA treatment opened the chromatin of all CD8 T cell 

subsets in our hands, as evidenced by increased H3K27ac levels following 

exposure (Figure 16A). We irradiated cells (0, 2, 4 or 5Gy) and incubated them 

with or without VPA for 12 or 17 hours. Survival of VPA+ or VPA- irradiated 

samples was then divided by their respective VPA+ or VPA- 0 Gy controls. VPA 

treatment improved TCM and TN cell survival across multiple doses of radiation, 

while TEM cell survival remained unchanged (Figure 15A, Figure 16B-D). The  
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Figure 15: VPA treatment rescues CD8 TCM and TN from interphase death.  

(A) Following 4Gy of irradiation or 0Gy, 6 splenocyte samples were treated or not with 6mM VPA 
and rested for 12 hours post-radiation. Counts shown normalized to 0Gy sample for each mouse 
and subset. (B) Actual counts of Naïve CD8 T cell splenocytes (n=6) irradiated with 4Gy and 
rested for 12 hours with or without VPA. Results of paired T test shown. (C) Splenocytes (n=6) 
treated with heat shock (45°C for 10 minutes), Stau rosporine (STE) at 1 ug/mL for 6 hours, 
Etoposide at 5ug/mL for 12 hours, or 4Gy irradiation. CD8 Naïve T cell subset shown. All samples 
rested for a total of 12 hours post-treatment. All figures representative of at least 2 independent 
experiments. 
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Figure 16: Verification of VPA treatment and VPA ef fects on radiosensitivity.  

(A) 6 Splenocytes gated through LIVE/DEAD, CD8, and H3K27ac high, either treated with VPA at 
6mM in RPMI 10% complete, or not treated (NT), and rested for 1 hour at 37C. (B) CD8 CM T 
cells from 6 spleens either treated or not with 2mM VPA and subjected to 2Gy, 4Gy, or 5Gy 
irradiation, followed by 15 hours of incubation at 37C in RPMI 10% complete media. (C) Identical 
samples from B, but CD8 EM T cells. (D) Identical samples from C, but CD8 Naïve T cells. (E) 
CD8 T cells from 6 spleens either treated or not with 6mM VPA, and subjected to 12 hour 
incubation in BFA at 2ug/mL in RPMI 10% complete at 37C. (F) Identical samples from Figure 
4D, but gated on CD8 CM T cells. All graphs except B subjected to 2-way ANOVAs. Bonferroni 
post-tests are shown. 
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enhanced survival with VPA treatment was reflected in raw T cell counts (Figure 

15B). Because HDAC inhibition potentially opens genomic areas for enhanced 

transcription, improved survival could be an artifact of increased transcription of 

one or more anti-apoptotic factors. To verify that VPA selectively improves 

survival from DSB-induced death, we treated cells with 6mM VPA and subjected 

them to heat shock (HS), Brefeldin A (BFA) or Staurosporine (ST) treatment to 

induce apoptosis. As another positive control, we treated cells with Etoposide 

(ET) to induce apoptosis in a radiation-independent, but DSB-dependent manner. 

As predicted for a model of enhanced DNA repair through chromatin relaxation, 

VPA treatment did not affect survival of cells exposed to HS, ST (Figure 15C) or 

BFA (Fig. S6E), but did affect survival following Etoposide treatment in manner 

identical to that following radiation damage, by specifically improving CD8 TCM 

and TN cell subset survival (Figure 15C, Figure 16F). 
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SECTION 2.4 - DISCUSSION 

The observed differences in EM radiation resistance agree with previous 

observations that the TM cell population is more radioresistant as a whole 

compared to TN. Insofar as characteristics of peripheral T cells lend themselves 

to the idea of a spectrum of differentiation, the superior resistance of TEM cells 

suggests they are the most differentiated memory lineage, rather than simply an 

extension of Effector T cells. This resistance also likely underlies previous 

functional observations that whole T cell populations following late acute time 

points post IR are more responsive to mitogen activation (53). 

Aside from bone marrow transplant (BMT), there is no effective treatment 

for hematopoietic radiation syndrome following lethal irradiation. Covering large 

swaths of population with BMT would be impossible in the case of mass 

exposure. When applied in vivo after lethal radiation exposure, VPA is able to 

abrogate death in C57BL/6 mice (295). Our work suggests that this may in part 

operate via a mechanism whereby lymphocyte attrition is lowered throughout the 

animal due to enhanced DSB binding and repair, improving defense against 

opportunistic and other infection. This mechanism indicates HDACi treatment is 

essentially a temporary enhancement of native repair abilities, and thus may be 
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able to limit the damage to the immune system, although that remains to be 

tested in vivo. 

In the context of functional distribution of T cell subsets, the patterns of 

their sensitivity to DNA damage appears to correspond to their role in the 

immune response. TCM and TN are both are responsible for clonal bursts of new 

effector T cells, and are thus essentially keepers of genomic integrity for a given 

clone. TEM meanwhile reside in a variety of tertiary peripheral sites (organs), and 

thus must endure widely differing oxygen tensions, temperatures and other 

conditions. A lower threshold for apoptosis therefore seems physiologically 

justified for TCM and TN, while more efficient repair befits the location and function 

of TEM. The relative radioresistance of skin-homing T cells, or T cells found in the 

lung, might be informative in this regard. However, differences in the 

radioresistance of cells confined to a specific physiological region could always 

be interpreted as the product of selection at the site of occupation.  

The opening of chromatin during DNA repair has been observed in situ, as 

has the comparatively closed standing chromatin state of TN. In addition, it is 

known that chromatin limits the kinetics of the DSB response, as γH2AX marked 

breaks are moved to the edge of dense areas before repair can progress (296). 
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However, the causitive relationship between closed chromatin state and cell 

survival following DNA damage has not been observed in any ex vivo cell 

lineage. Whether these relationships are part of a broader pattern remains to be 

seen. It is possible that open chromatin generally correlates with enhanced NHEJ 

kinetics, and therefore survival, in a variety of cell types.  

An association was found between miR-24, the expression of H2AX, and 

the survival of human T cells in the face of DNA damage (287). In addition, 

mouse models haploid for H2AX have shown repair deficiency in lymphoid 

populations (233). However, our study shows that greater H2AX presence is not 

sufficient for protection. CD8 TCM cells intrinsically survived much worse than 

their TEM counterparts, while containing approximately twice as much H2AX. 

Maximal γH2AX signal over time also did not correlate with survival. Rather, the 

initial γH2AX marking was the strongest correlate of survival. It is likely that these 

changes were missed by other authors because most studies typically do not 

examine repair initializing at 4°C and within secon ds of the insult. This work 

indicates that very early γH2AX fold change, and not maximal γH2AX response, 

more accurately predicts survival in T cell subsets. It also emphasizes the need 
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for normalization of γH2AX to total amounts of H2AX when interpreting γH2AX 

signal. 

First it may be difficult to reconcile why the population with the greatest 

raw γH2AX fold change, CD8 TN, is the least likely to survive. This is especially 

true given that H2AX haploidy results in lower standing H2AX deposition and 

decreased survival following DSB. However, as with so many other multifaceted 

aspects of DNA repair, H2AX levels may in fact have a dual role: both a repair 

signal, and a way for interphase cells to tune apoptotic signal. It remains to be 

seen if overabundance of H2AX also increases radiosensitivity. 

While the most likely explanation for differential comet and TUNEL signals 

across T cell subsets is that break binding occurs at differing efficiency following 

radiation, at the present we cannot rule out formation of different quantities of 

DSB from the same radiation dose. When comet samples were treated with 

proteinase K following radiation, we observed extremely elongated Tail moments, 

and no differences between subsets, indicating that damage might be equal. 

However, given the ability of T cells to begin repair under 4°C conditions, and 

given the amount of time needed to deliver physiologically relevant doses of 
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radiation, analysis of differing DSB formation between subsets will likely require 

in situ DSB formation analysis.  

That survival from IR and VP-16 can be enhanced with HDACi is 

surprising. HDAC activity has been shown to be necessary for proper DNA repair 

in yeast (297), and HDACi is detrimental to tumor survival in the context of 

radiotherapy (298). However, tumors that escape immune surveillance are the 

product of selection. Some of this selection is achieved by undue chromatin 

repression. Opening the genome to allow apoptotic factors to transcribe is likely 

the mechanism of HDACi cancer treatment in this context. In addition, 

radioresistance is a relative concept, in that TN cells are more radiosensitive than 

their tumor counterparts from the outset. VPA could simply drive the sensitivity of 

each population to the same absolute. Finally, most tumor cells are cycling, while 

a majority of standing lymphoctyes are in interphase at any given time. HDACi 

treatment following IR could end up having the opposite effect on cycling cells. . 

Survival following lethal doses of WBI is improved with subsequent 

injection of VPA (295). Here we establish that the mechanism is likely 

improvement of the survival of damaged cells due to chromatin relaxation and 

therefore greater repair potential. The value of this intervention may be met with 
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some degree of skepticism, as presumably cells kept alive through NHEJ may be 

subject to increased oncogenesis. However, outcome of lethal IR doses is certain 

death at higher doses, and follows comparatively soon after exposure. 

Treatments for hematopoietic cancers are available, and HDACi treated WBI 

survivors would no doubt receive increased cancer monitoring. Ultimately, further 

long-term research is necessary regarding the safety of this intervention strategy.  
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CHAPTER 3: ENHANCED RADIOSENSITIVTY OF T CELLS IN C MV 

POSITIVE MICE AND HUMANS.  

SECTION 3.1 – PURPOSE  

The establishment of post-exposure dosimetry has been the focus of a variety 

of studies and initiatives (299). Prognosis and treatment of following human IR 

exposure depends on dose. This is particularly true in the case of mass 

exposure, when bone marrow transplants would be limited to a select group of 

recipients. Yet, exposed individuals are unaware of the dose they may have 

received. There is no method involving non-living materials that can be used to 

establish IR dose after the fact. A variety of mass post-exposure dosimetry 

strategies have focused on lymphocyte populations, due to their sensitivity and 

the speed with which they commit apoptosis (300). Like a vast majority of 

radiobiology experiments, these strategies have been tested using whole body 

irradiation of animals of negative or unknown CMV status. If latent infection with 

CMV influences the observed radiosensitivity, this could be a silent confounder of 

post-exposure dosimetry protocols.  

CMV is the most prevalent known human virus, and has the ability to radically 

alter the homeostatic makeup of peripheral immune cell populations (reviewed in 
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section 1.1.3). However, its effects on IR induced immune cell death and 

repopulation have not been elucidated. 

Having established intrinsic T cell subset radiosensitivity differences and a 

possible point and mode of intervention, we sought to examine whether or not 

mCMV and hCMV influence these sensitivities directly.  

Radiosensitivity differences in T cells that correlate to CMV infection status, if 

found, would have one of two explanations: they could either be caused by cell 

intrinsic differences, or by cell population differences caused by CMV. Given the 

pleiotropic influence of CMV on T cell biology, it is possible that cell intrinsic 

differences across the board might present themselves. However, given the lack 

of definitive surface markers available to delineate the spectrum of possible T cell 

subpopulations, a more likely scenario would be that CMV increases the 

proportion of an as yet undefined subset of radiosensitive cells.   

We subscribed to a stepwise approach: (i) determine if latent mCMV 

influences the radiosensitivity of peripheral T cells. (ii) if differences are found, 

test whether these differences are recapitulated in human samples from 

individuals of known hCMV status, (iii) determine if radiosensitivity differences 

that correlate with CMV status also correlate with one or more T cell surface 
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markers, (iv) if some T cell surface markers correlate with radiosensitivity, verify 

whether these markers predict radiosensitivity in mice or humans that lack CMV 

infection.  

Inflating populations of MCMV specific CD8 T cells in mice are predominantly 

Effector Memory (EM), indicating that reactivation is primarily controlled by this 

memory subset. We therefore focused on this subset in our examination of 

potential radiosensitivity differences.  

In addition, it is possible that CMV would influence not only the 

radiosensitivity of T cells, but also their repopulation kinetics following IR 

exposure. Delaying the repopulation of Naïve T cells could cause reduced 

clearance of opportunistic infection following IR exposure, and that could explain 

some of the variation in survival. Therefore, we also examined the effects of 

mCMV on repopulation kinetics of Naïve T cells following whole-body radiation.  
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SECTION 3.2 – MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.2.1 Mice  

Adult (>8 Month) Male C57BL/6 mice were acquired from Jackson 

Laboratories and kept under specific pathogen-free conditions in the animal 

facility at the University of Arizona (UA). OT-I TCR transgenic, CD45.1+ mice 

were bred in our existing specific-pathogen free facility at UA. All experiments 

were conducted by guidelines set by the UA Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee. Mice were euthanized by isofluorane and spleen was collected into 

complete RPMI supplemented with 5 or 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS). Blood 

was taken from the heart, or alternatively by retro-oribital bleed from living, 

anesthesia-free mice. Red blood cells were hypotonically lysed.  

3.2.2 Human Subjects  

 This study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the 

University of Arizona and Oregon Health Sciences University. The study cohort 

was comprised of 35 healthy consenting individuals, 23 – 65 years of age. Study 

exclusion criteria included: known immunosuppressive pathology, stroke, cancer 

or use of steroids within the last 5yrs. Blood was drawn into Vacutainer Cell 
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Preparatory Tubes containing sodium heparin (BD, Sunnyvale, CA, Cat 362753) 

and processed per manufacturers recommendations were used to isolate 

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and plasma. In addition, LI-EDTA 

tubes were drawn to determine complete blood counts. Part of the PBMC were 

viably cryopreserved in 90%FBS/10%DMSO and stored in liquid nitrogen (-

180C). Samples were thawed and rested overnight in Ex Vivo 15 media (Lonza, 

Inc, Allendale, NJ) supplemented with 5% human Ab serum (Lonza, Inc).   

3.2.3 hCMV Elisa Assay  

The presence of antibodies against CMV was determined by ELISA. 

Briefly, EIA/RIA plates(Costar #9018) were coated overnight with CMV-G antigen 

(Meridian Life Sciences, Viral Antigens Inc, #7504-1), blocked, washed and 

experimental or control heat inactivated plasma added and serially diluted.  

Plates were incubated for 1- 1.5 h at room temperature, and a 10% solution of 

hydrogen peroxide in dilution buffer added for another 30 min. Plates were 

developed using secondary antibody  [1:1000 diluted Mouse anti Human IgG 

gamma-HRP (BD Pharminigen #555788)] and the substrate added [o-

phenylenediameine, Sigma #P9029 in Substrate Buffer (Citrate Buffer, pH5)], for 

15 minutes in the dark. The reaction was stopped with 1M HCl, and absorbance 
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at 490nm determined on a plate reader; data were analyzed using Softmax Pro 

software (Molecular Devices, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). Titers were calculated from 

the linear phase, as 0.1 intersecting points. 

3.2.4 Irradiation  

Irradiation was performed using a Gammacell Cs137 source irradiator 

calibrated by in-house physicist from the UA Health Sciences Center. Dosage 

was verified with thermal luminescence dosimeters (TLD) (Landauer, Inc) and 

TLDs from the Medical Radiation Research Center at the University of 

Wisconsin. Dosages fell within 5% of expected values. Effective dose rate 

ranged 70.2-68.36 cGy/min depending on the age of the source, and distance. 

For whole body irradiation mice were placed in sterile RadDisks (Braintree 

Scientific, Braintree, MA) with no separation. Irradiations occurred before noon 

on a light-dark cycle 7am-7pm. In vitro irradiations were performed in 96-well 

300ul capacity round-bottom plates with lids in the center of the irradiation field, 

in wells at the center of the plate, in 270ul of RPMI 10% complete (mouse) or Ex 

Vivo 15 + 5% Ab serum (human). All remaining wells on the plate were filled with 

270ul 1x PBS. In vitro irradiations were performed on ice water, and plates were 
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kept on ice in transit. Post-radiation in vitro incubations occurred in species-

specific media (as above) at 37°C with 5% CO 2.  

3.2.5 Flow Cytometry   

LIVE / DEAD yellow stain was acquired from Life Technologies (Grand 

Island, NY). Fluorescent conjugated α-Mouse antibodies against CD4 (S3.5), 

CD8a (S3-6.7), CD62L (MEL-14), CD44 (IM7), α-Ki-67 (B56), CD11a(M17/4), 

CD27(LG.7F9), KLRG1(2F1), and CD45.1(A20) were purchased from 

commercial sources. Fluorescent conjugated α-Human antibodies against 

CD4(OKT4) CD8(341049) CCR7(3d12) CD95(MHCD9505), CD28(6607111), 

CD45RA(HI100), CD14(MHCD1430), and CD57(TB01) were purchased from 

commercial sources. Staining occurred at 4C followed by fixation and 

permeabilization (FoxP3 kit, eBioscience). 

For in vivo mouse experiments, blood and spleen counts occurred on a 

Hemavet cell counter (Drew Scientific, Dallas, TX). For in vitro experiments, 

equal amounts of Count Bright beads (Life Technologies) were used in the final 

volume of FACS buffer to count cells. Beads were employed as per 

manufacturer’s instructions, except that we used a 1:7 dilution of beads, 

appropriate calculation adjustments, and a minimum of 1000 beads per any 
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sample. Samples were acquired on a Fortessa Flow Cytometer equipped with 4 

lasers and using DiVa software (BD Biosciences). Compensation and analysis 

were performed using FlowJo software (Tree Star, Ashland, OR).  

3.2.6 Listeria Monocytogenes  

 Mice were injected IV in the lateral tail vein with recombinant Listeria 

Monocytogenes expressing ovalbumin peptide, provided by Hao Shen at the 

University of Pennsylvania (301). Injections occurred in a volume of 100ul sterile 

PBS. The number of inoculated bacteria was determined retrospectively by 

plating serial dilutions of the injected bacterial suspension onto brain-heart 

infusion (BHI) agar and counting colonies the next day. 

3.2.7 Statistics  

Statistics were performed in Prism 4.0 (Graphpad Software). Generally, 

paired 1 and 2-way ANOVA tests were employed between cell types recovered 

from the same individual, because of the variability of overall starting counts. 

Human radiosensitivity was normalized to internal control populations for each 

individual to factor out the effect of genetic background on radiosensitivity. 

Significance is noted as follows throughout: ns = not significant, **** = p<0.0001, 

*** = p<0.001, ** = p<0.01, * = p<0.05. All error bars shown are SEM.  
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SECTION 3.3 – RESULTS 

3.3.1 Memory CD8 T cells from hosts that have laten t CMV are more 

sensitive to radiation in both mouse and man.  

  We subjected groups of mCMV+ and mCMV- age-matched, adult, male 

C57BL/6 mice to whole body irradiation (WBI) at a variety of doses and 

harvested splenocytes 72 hours later. mCMV+ mice had been allowed to rest for 

≥ 60 days to ensure no cells were maturing to memory status from the initial 

acute infection. Radiosensitivity is traditionally established using dose response 

curves, which plot radiation dose vs the log transformed surviving portion (188). 

Our collaborator Janka Petravic, at the Univeristy of New South Wales, adapted 

these curves to an in vivo model. This model incorporates the expectation of 

differing starting counts, as mCMV expands the starting count of CD8 EM T cells. 

Interphase CD8 EM T cells from mCMV+ mice showed increased sensitivity to 

radiation compared to their counterparts from mCMV negative mice (Figure 17A). 

We confirmed that Naïve CD8 T cells from these populations were not affected 

by mCMV status in these same mice. 

  We next examined whether the CD8 EM T cell subset from PBMCs of 

healthy adult volunteers was more susceptible to radiation-induced death if the 
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subject was hCMV+. Following irradiation and 72-hour incubation, cell counts 

were normalized to their non-irradiated control samples per person per cell type. 

This ratio was then normalized to the Naïve population of each individual to 

account for genetic variation in overall radiosensitivity. EM CD8 T cells from 

hCMV+ individuals were more sensitive to the effects of radiation compared to 

identical populations from hCMV- individuals (Figure 17B).  

3.3.2 The CD8 EM T cell pool in mCMV positive mice contains a high 

proportion of transitioning memory cells.  

Because constant mCMV reactivation could cause a perpetual 

heterogeneity in the memory compartment of mCMV+ mice, we next examined 

whether markers for activation were increased in mCMV+ mice compared to non-

infected mice. CD11a is increased transiently on activated CD8 memory cells, 

while CD27 is decreased upon activation, and these phenomenon are prominent 

in the presence of mCMV reactivation (151). In addition, KLRG1 is increased on 

activated memory T cells. Although the entire memory compartment may 
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Figure 17: Memory CD8 T cells from both mice with m CMV, and individuals with hCMV, are 
more sensitive to radiation that their uninfected c ounterparts.  

A) Adult male C57BL/6 mice were infected or not with mCMV and rested for 60 days. Mice were 
subjected to whole body irradiation at various doses, and splenocytes were harvested 72 hours 
afterward. CD8 EM T cell population shown. Numbers next to identifiers are slopes. P-value is a 
result of F-test for slope difference. B) Relative survival (4Gy vs. non-irradiated control) of CD8 
EM T cells from PBMC of healthy individuals either hCMV positive, or hCMV negative, 72 hours 
following 4Gy in vitro irradiation, normalized to relative survival of the Naïve population from each 
individual. (n ≥ 35). Results of Mann-Whitney test shown. 
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Figure 18: EM CD8 T cells from mice with mCMV expre ss increased levels of markers for 
transitional memory.  

A-B: Adult male C57BL/6 mice infected with MCMV (150 days post) or not, were bled and 
subjected to flow cytometry. (n= 7 MCMV+ and n=4  not infected.) A) CD11a geometric MFI. B) 
CD27 geometric MFI. A-B: Bonferroni post-tests from 2-way ANOVA’s shown. C) CD27 MFI of 
CD8 EM splenocytes from mice infected with MCMV for 10 months, gated through mCMV-
specific m139 tetramer positive cells. n= 6. Paired t-test shown. D) Percent of CD8 EM T cells 
from spleen that are KLRG1 high in mice post 60 days infection with MCMV or age-matched not-
infected (NI). (n=6) Results of t-test shown. 
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generate a potentially low signal to noise ratio, because of a comparatively small 

population of reactivated or transitioning T cells at any given time, MFI of EM 

populations were significantly altered with regard to CD11a and CD27 expression 

on the whole in mCMV+ mice (Figure 18A-B).  

We reasoned that a population of mCMV-specific CD8 T cells that expand 

during latency within mCMV+ mice should also show decreased CD27 when 

compared to the total population of CD8 EM T cells, (which may include mCMV-

specific and mCMV non-specific cells). Again, although the signal to noise ratio is 

theoretically very low, m139 tetramer positive CD8 T cells exhibited less CD27 

on the whole than the remainder of CD8 T cells in mCMV-infected mice (Figure 

18C). The population of CD8 T cells expressing high levels of KLRG1 was also 

much more prevalent in mCMV+ mice than mice non-infected counterparts 

(Figure 18D).  
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Figure 19 Radioresistance is increased as CD8 T cel ls alter chromatin and transition from 
Effector to EM.  
A) A graphic of experimental design for figure 3. n = 2 OT-1 spleens were homogenized and 
injected I.V. at 106 cells per mouse into n= 5 adult male C57BL/6 mice.  Mice were infected with 
104 pfu of LM-ova I.V. the following day. B) CD45.1 (OT-I) memory cells day 46 post-infection. C) 
CD27 gMFI of OT-I population across memory maturation, normalized to Naive. Bonferroni post-
tests of shown. D) Open circle: Relative survival of OT-I EM cells irradiated at 4Gy and rested for 
12 hours, normalized to their parallel 0Gy counterparts, at various time points in memory 
maturation. Shaded box: H3K27me3 geometric MFI subtracted from isotype signal and 
normalized to the Naïve population across memory maturation. Shown are Bonferroni post-test of 
a 2-way ANOVA done independently for both lines (results identical). E) Representative flow 
histogram showing H3K27me3 signal for CD8 Naïve population (grey line), OT-I EM population 
(black line), and isotype control antibodies for each population (grey fill and dotted line 
respectively) for the same mouse at day 46 post-infection. 
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3.3.3 CD8 T cells decrease radiosensitivity as they  transition to 

mature EM status.  

 The above results suggest that effector cells, actively engaged by antigen, 

(in our case reactivating CMV), are more radiosensitive than their EM 

counterparts. If CD8 T cells are more sensitive to radiation when transitioning 

from an effector (E) state to a full fledged EM state, and the CD8 EM T cell  

compartment of CMV infected individuals has a perpetual population of 

transitioning cells, then this perpetual transitioning would explain the enhanced 

sensitivity of the CD8 EM T cells of mice and human patients. In order to verify 

that effector cells become more resistant to radiation as they transition to full-

fledged EM status, we transferred congenically marked OT-I CD8 T cells into 

lympho-replete C57BL/6 hosts. We then induced transition of E cells, and the 

transition of these cells from E to EM, by infecting those hosts with Listeria 

Monocytogenes expressing SIINFEKL epitope (Figure 19A). We verified both the 

activation of the OT-I T cells at the height of infection (SF), and the exclusion of 

all OT-I cells from CD44 low status following infection (Figure 19B). We verified 

synchronous E to EM transition by tracking surface markers of transition for 

within the following 45 days (Figure 19C). The period of 45 days has been 
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previously established as the time necessary to mature from effector into full EM 

status. We bled mice at day 21, 31, and 46 following infection: time points were 

chosen to occur after cycling and contraction of the effector population, thus 

eliminating heterogeneity that could occur by cell-cycling. By irradiating PBMCs 

from mice at these time points, and normalizing populations to parallel non-

irradiated (0Gy) counterparts, we found that OT-I cells transitioning from Effector 

to EM status indeed experienced a decrease in radiosensitivity (Figure 19D). 

This decrease correlated with the global relaxation of closed chromatin in that 

population, a marker we have previously shown to predict the radiosensitivity of T 

cell subsets (See Chapter 2).    

3.3.4 Surface markers increased on EM T cells in CM V positive 

mammals predict radiosensitivity independent of CMV .  

 We next examined if surface markers of transitioning CD8 T cell 

populations could predict radiosensitivity independent of CMV status in mouse 

and human cells.  We again subjected groups of age-matched, adult, male 

C57BL/6 mice to whole body irradiation (WBI) at a variety of doses and 

harvested splenocytes 72 hours later. CD8 KLRG1-hi, CD44-hi, CD62L-low (EM) 

T cells were more sensitive to radiation than their KLRG1-low EM counterparts  
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Figure 20: Differentiation markers associated with mCMV and hCMV specific populations 
are predictive of radiosensitivity in human and mur ine CD8 T cells, regardless of CMV 
status.  

A) CD8 EM T cells from PBMC gated on either KLRG1 high or low populations, or CD11a high or 
low populations, 17 hours following 4Gy in vitro irradiation, normalized to non-irradiated 
counterpart samples rested identically. B) Adult male C57BL/6 mice (n=6 per group) were 
subjected to whole body irradiation at various doses, and splenocytes were harvested 72 hours 
afterward. CD8 T cell population was gated on KLRG1 high or low. Numbers next to identifiers 
are slopes. P-value is a result of F-test for slope difference. All mice were MCMV- (NI). C) 
Relative survival (4Gy vs. non-irradiated control) of CD8 EM and CM T cells from PBMC of 
healthy individuals hCMV negative, 72 hours following 4Gy in vitro irradiation (n = 10). Bonferroni 
post-tests of 2-way ANOVA shown. 
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from within matching mice (Figure 20B). To exclude the possibility of KLRG1 high 

populations migrating to the periphery following radiation, we tested this trend in 

an in vitro context. Both KLRG1 high and CD11a high populations from PBMCs 

of non- infected mice were more sensitive to radiation than their corresponding 

KLRG1 low and CD11a low counterparts following in vitro radiation and 

incubation (Figure 20A). We next examined a subset of CD8 EM T cells found 

more prominently in hCMV+ individuals: CD57 high CD8 memory T cells. In 

PBMCs of hCMV negative individuals, CD57 high CM and EM CD8 T cells were 

more sensitive to in vitro radiation than their CD57 low counterparts (Figure 20C).   

3.3.5 mCMV delays the peripheral blood repopulation  of CD8 and 

CD4 Naïve T cells following WBI.   

 Finally, to complete our understanding of the impact of mCMV on 

radiosensitivity, we examined the repopulation kinetics of Naïve CD8 and CD4 T 

cells in peripheral blood following WBI. mCMV+ mice displayed depressed 

counts of both subsets at 30 days following radiation across a several doses 

(Figure 21A,C). This trend was not due to the inability of mCMV+ cells to divide in 
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Figure 21: Repopulation of Naïve T cells in Periphe ral Blood following WBI.  

Male C57BL/6 mice (n≥8 per group) were subjected to mCMV infection IP at 105 PFU (MCMV+) 
or not infected (Not Infected) and rested for 60 days. Then, mice were subjected to WBI at 
varying doses (1,2, or 4Gy) or mock irradiation (0Gy). PBMC were taken 30 days (A,B,C) or 120 
days (D) following radiation.  PBMC were isolated and gated on Naïve (CD44 low CD62L high) 
following either CD4 or CD8 gating. A) CD8 Naive T cell counts 30 days following WBI. B) KI-67 
hi portion of cells in (A). C) CD4 Naïve T cell counts, as in (A). D) CD8 Naïve T cells counts from 
mice in (A) at 120 days post WBI. 
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the periphery, as the proportion of dividing cells (Ki-67 hi) was similar regardless 

of mCMV (Figure 21B). This trend was resolved by day 120 (Figure 21D).    
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SECTION 3.4 – DISCUSSION 

 Our data supports a model in which the CMV affects the radiosensitivity of 

CD8 memory T cells in multiple species by reactivating, and thus stimulating a 

large effector / EM fraction. It would be simple to suggest that this enhanced 

sensitivity is simply due to the tendency of reactivated cells to cycle, as the 

radiosensitivity of a variety of mammalian cells is enhanced through cell cycle. 

However, our work suggests that the Effector cells, are not the only fraction of 

the sensitive population. Ki-67 was used variously throughout this work to 

eliminate cycling cells from analysis. Rather, EM T cells that have been recently 

reactivated, but are currently outside the cell cycle and in the process of maturing 

into full memory, are also more sensitive to radiation than their full-fledged EM 

counterparts.  

 Although the reactivation of CMV following radiation has long been 

established, our work implies that there is a compounded effect at work when 

CMV+ individuals are exposed to radiation: CD8 T cells are killed by radiation, 

reducing overall numbers, and CD8 T cells specific for CMV are preferentially 

killed by radiation. The portion of any clonal memory T cell population that is 

reactivated at any given time against mCMV can be estimated by the portion 
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expressing high levels of Ki-67 at any given time: approximately 10% of the 

m139 tet+ population (see Section 4). Whether the remainder are perpetually on 

their way to memory status, or whether a subset of true CMV specific memory T 

cells exists at all times, is unknown. However, the ease with which transitional 

markers were able to identify differences in whole populations of memory cells in 

mCMV+ mice in this study implies the former.   

 The implications for radiation exposure outside of the context of CMV are 

clear: whichever effector cells have not yet matured to full memory status will be 

the most vulnerable to radiation. In the case of other latent infections, the same 

compounding effect described above would apply. In the case of recently cleared 

pathogens, however, the implications are different. Very recently encountered 

pathogens will be preferentially “forgotten” by the immune system following 

radiation, due to the deletion of CD8 cells specific for these pathogens, 

compared to pathogens encountered earlier, whose memory may be stable. 
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CHAPTER 4: INFLUENCE OF RADIATION EXPOSURE ON IMMUN E 

SENESCENCE IS DEPENDENT ON CYTOMEGALOVIRUS STATUS.  

SECTION 4.1 – PURPOSE 

 The influence of aging on immunity has been reviewed previously in 

chapter 1. The influences of CMV on aging are complex, but could theoretically 

lead to a worsened outcome through: A) the overuse of irreplaceable immune 

resources on CMV control throughout life, B) the occupation of immune 

resources with reactivating CMV during a primary challenge with another 

microorganism in late life, such that the immune system is essentially fighting on 

two fronts, or C) one of the immune evasion systems of CMV could operate in 

trans to effectively transfer evasion to another invading pathogen. There is 

evidence for A: CMV causes an expansion in the population of CMV-specific 

memory T cells over time within the finite T cell compartment. The scenario 

outlined in (B) is difficult to unravel, as depletion of immune resources likely leads 

to CMV reactivation. So, the observation of reactivated CMV in an elderly 

pneumonia patient does not indicate which pathogen is the opportunist. Such a 

scenario is also somewhat counter-intuitive in the case of an invading viral 
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pathogen, as typically a reaction against one virus systemically depresses the 

possible expansion of an immune response against others through innate 

mechanisms. In addition, there is also cross-protection afforded by one infection 

against a concurrent or immediately subsequent heterologous infection (302). 

There is no direct evidence for C at present.   

 The influences of radiation on the immune system have likewise been 

reviewed elsewhere in this thesis. However, it must be clarified again that the 

acute effects of radiation on the immune system, though similar in appearance to 

immune senescence, are not inherently similar. The detrimental acute effects of 

radiation are largely due to the extreme apoptosis and depletion of numbers of 

immune cells. While a decline in populations of Naïve cells is apparent in aging, 

there are also a variety of functional defects that additively lead to a loss of 

overall immune efficacy. Some of these defects occur in cell populations that are 

just as numerous as they were in youth.  

 Comparisons of aging and radiation must be limited to the long term 

effects of radiation reviewed in Table 1, which occur progressively and long after 

populations of immune cells have returned to normal numbers.  
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 From a theoretical standpoint, if the effects of aging and irradiation on the 

immune system operate through similar or like causes, then their effects should 

compound. However, because the immune system requires multifaceted 

cooperation to be effective, distal and distinct underlying causes may manifest 

themselves in common defects. 

For obvious reasons, most of our current radiobiology knowledge has 

been established in animal models. Nearly all of these studies have been 

performed in animals of negative or unknown CMV status. As reviewed earlier, 

CMV is extremely prevalent in human populations. If CMV alters the long-term 

impact of radiation, knowledge gleaned from animal models may not be valid for 

application to human populations, and parallel studies incorporating both human 

and animal data may fail to yield generalizable answers. From a practical 

standpoint, if there are additive long-term effects of sub-lethal irradiation and the 

presence of CMV on aging, these stand to influence radiation policies, the design 

of future radiation studies, and the long-term care that future radiation survivors 

may receive. 

The impetus for this section is a parallel study of IR exposed individuals: A 

large cohort of radiation exposed survivors of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki 
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bombings have been followed through life, and are currently participating in an 

influenza virus vaccine study. These survivors have been the target of many 

studies of the long-term effects of sub-lethal radiation exposure. Our study 

effectively parallels this cohort in an animal model.  

 We therefore elected the following approach: (i) Infect half of an age-

matched cohort of young mice with mCMV and allow the virus to go to full 

latency, (ii) expose all mice (mCMV+ and mCMV-) to radiation doses equivalent 

to a range endured by survivors of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings, 

adjusted for the radiosensitivity of mice, (iii) follow the cohort through life until old 

age, tracking the homeostasis of peripheral lymphocyte populations in blood at 

regular intervals, and a variety of tissues at key time points (iv) track expanding 

populations of mCMV-specific CD8 T cells by the same method (v) vaccinate 

mice in old age against a potentially lethal pathogen and record immune 

responses, (vi) challenge the cohort with the same pathogen, and record immune 

responses and survival.  

 West Nile Virus (WNV) is potentially lethal, an emerging health concern, 

involves multiple facets of the immune system, has a consistently effective and 

established vaccine for mice, and is differentially cleared by aging populations 
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(reviewed in 1.1.4). As such, this vaccine/challenge model was an ideal choice 

for section (vi). 
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SECTION 4.2 – MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.2.1 Mice  

Adult (<8 Month) Male C57BL/6 mice were acquired from Jackson 

Laboratories and held under specific pathogen-free conditions in the animal 

facility at the University of Arizona (UA). All experiments were conducted by 

guidelines set by the UA Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. As 

needed, mice were euthanized by isofluorane and spleen was collected into 

complete RPMI supplemented with 5 or 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS). Blood 

was taken from the heart for cross-sectional harvests. For longitudinal time 

points, blood was taken by retro-oribital bleed from living, anesthesia-free mice. 

Red blood cells were hypotonically lysed.  

4.2.2 Viruses and Vaccine  

Smith Strain mCMV: was either acquired as a kind gift from Anne Hill, or 

as a gift from Wanyne Yokoyama. Both stocks had been previously passaged. 

The resulting stock was injected IP at 105 pfu / mouse. Both stocks showed 

similar acute response. West Nile Virus (WNV): Strain 385-99, a kind gift from 

Robert Tesh, was injected IP at 2000 pfu / mouse. Replivax WNV was injected IP 
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at 105 pfu / mouse. Verification of viral titer and production of RWN stock are 

described elsewhere (183). RWN stock was applied at 105 pfu / mouse. Both 

cohorts received doses from the same stock of both RWN and WNV. 

4.2.3 Peptide Stimulation  

Blood samples were taken at 45 days following RWN vaccination, 

hypotonically lysed, and stimulated ex vivo with a pool of: NS4b2488-2496, and 

E347-354, peptides (21st century Biochemicals, Marlborough MA) both at 10-6 

M. Stimulation took place over 6 hours in the presence of BFA at . Parallel 

samples subjected to BFA without peptide were used to normalize cytokine 

signal. 

4.2.4 Plaque Reduction Neutralization Test (PRNT)  

Serial dilutions of mouse serum (1:10 minimum) were incubated with 100 

pfu / well live WNV from the same stock received by mice, in a 96 well format, for 

6 hours at 4C. Samples were then applied to a monolayer of Vero cells also in 96 

well format, and allowed to incubate at 37°C with %  CO2 for 25 hours. Resulting 

monolayers were fixed with ice cold 50% acetone 50% methanol, and allowed to 

dry overnight. Resulting monolayers were assayed with anti-WNV antibody clone 

EG16, a kind gift from Michael Diamond, followed by peroxidase labeled Goat 
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Anti-mouse IgG (XPL, inc, Gaithersburg MD). Infectious lesions were visualized 

in a DAB reaction. The dilution factor necessary for 90% reduction of infectious 

lesions was established by hand count. The average of duplicate assays per 

mouse was used.  

4.2.5 Irradiation  

Irradiation was performed on a Gammacell Cs137 source irradiator 

calibrated by in-house physicist from the UA Health Sciences Center. Dosage 

was verified with thermal luminescence dosimeters (TLD) (Landauer, Inc) and 

TLDs from the Medical Radiation Research Center at the University of 

Wisconsin. Dosages fell within 5% of expected values. Effective dose rate 

ranged 70.2-68.36 cGy/min depending on the age of the source, and distance. 

For whole body irradiation mice were placed in sterile RadDisks (Braintree 

Scientific, Braintree, MA) with no separation. Irradiations occurred before noon 

on a light-dark cycle 7am-7pm.  

4.2.6 Flow Cytometry   

Prior to each collection, voltages were manually calibrated to a common 

template using Rainbow Beads (BD Biosciences), to insure accurate MFI 

tracking over time and between cohorts. Fluorescent conjugated α-Mouse 
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antibodies against CD3(SK7), CD4 (MCD0430), CD8a (S3-6.7), CD62L (MEL-

14), CD44 (IM7), α-Ki-67 (B56), CD127(A7R34) KLRG1(2FI), CD86(GL-1), 

B220(RM2630), NK1.1(PK136), CD49b(DX5), CD19(RM7717), IgM(II/41), MHC-

ii(M5/114.15.2), were purchased from commercial sources. Tetramers against 

NS4b (H-2D(b) – SSVWNATTA), m139 (H2-K(b) - TVYGFCLL), and m45 (H-

2D(b) – HGIRNASFI) were obtained from the National Institutes of Health 

Tetramer Core Facility. Staining occurred at 4C followed by fixation and 

permeabilization (FoxP3 kit, eBioscience). Blood and spleen counts occurred on 

a Hemavet cell counter (Drew Scientific, Dallas, TX). Samples were run on a 

Fortessa Flow Cytometer equipped with 4 lasers and using DiVa software (BD 

Biosciences). Compensation and analysis was performed using FlowJo software 

(Tree Star, Ashland, OR).  

4.2.7 Statistics  

Statistics were performed in Prism 4.0 (Graphpad Software). Generally, 

paired 1 and 2-way ANOVA tests were employed with Bonferroni or Dunnet’s 

adjusted multiple comparison post-tests, as the hypotheses demanded. Data 

from multiple cohorts was combined for analysis if A) mice were treated 

identically in the parameters of the given experiment, and either B) no matching 
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groups were significantly different between cohorts or C) sets of data from either 

cohort obtained significance independently between the groups of interest. 

Significance is noted as follows throughout: ns = not significant, **** = p<0.0001, 

*** = p<0.001, ** = p<0.01, * = p<0.05. All error bars shown are SEM.  
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SECTION 4.3 – RESULTS 

4.3.1 The long-term effect of radiation exposure in  youth on survival 

following vaccination and WNV challenge is dependen t on mCMV.  

 An outline of the overall experimental design is shown in Figure 22. We 

infected half of a cohort of mice with mCMV at approximately 4 months of age. 

Mice were rested for 60 days so that the virus could achieve full latency, and 

memory populations could mature. Mice in each group (mCMV+ and mCMV-) 

were then split into four groups and subjected to whole body irradiation at 0Gy 

(mock), 1Gy, 2Gy, or 4Gy. Each unique group contained approximately 40 mice. 

Immune populations in peripheral blood were then tracked over the life of each 

animal in each group at 3-month intervals. At approximately 19 months of age, 

and more than a year following radiation exposure, mice were vaccinated with 

Replivax-WNV (RWN), and rested for another 60 days. Mice were then 

challenged with a lethal dose of WNV. This complete protocol was applied to 2 

cohorts of mice temporally separated by approximately one year. Survival was 

tracked in each cohort following WNV challenge. A group of 12 age-matched 

mice that did not receive RWN were infected with WNV in parallel with each 

cohort. 
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Figure 22: Graphic of experimental design.  

Age-matched, male C57BL/6 mice are infected or not with mCMV at approximately 4 months of 
age, then rested until complete latency (60 days). Mice in mCMV+ and mCMV- groups are 
subjected to whole-body radiation (WBI) at varying doses, or subjected to mock radiation (0Gy). 
Immune populations are monitored in peripheral blood at 3 month intervals until 19 months of 
age. Mice are then vaccinated with Replivax-WNV and rested for 60 days. Mice are then 
challenged with live WNV, and monitored for survival. Micro-bleeds (≤100ul) for monitoring 
responses are also collected at day 7 following Replivax, at day 60 following Replivax for serum, 
and at day 8 following WNV challenge (not shown).  
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Figure 23: Survival curves reveal the additive effe ct of mCMV infection and WBI in youth 
on recall WNV survival in aged mice.  

Survival shown following vaccination at approximately 19 months of age, and WNV challenge at 
approximately 21 months of age. Both long term cohorts combined. Shown are the results of 
individual comparisons from Kaplan-Meier tests between mCMV(-) 4Gy and mCMV(+) 4 Gy (Left 
bar), and mCMV(+) 0Gy and mCMV(+) 4Gy (Right bar). n ≥ 12 per group.  
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  A combined survival curve from both cohorts is shown in Figure 23. Mice 

from groups 1 and 2 Gy did not show significantly different survival compared 

with 0Gy controls, and mCMV+ 0Gy mice did not significantly differ in survival 

from mCMV- 0Gy mice (not shown). Most interesting, mice who received the 

highest dose of radiation but who lacked mCMV did not significantly differ from 

mice that never received radiation (Figure 23). However, mCMV+ mice that 

received the highest dose of radiation experienced significantly greater lethality 

compared to either 4Gy mCMV- mice, and mock-irradiated mCMV+ mice. 

4.3.2 Acute reactivation of mCMV following radiatio n is dose, tissue, and 

time dependent.  

 To unravel the additive effect of radiation and mCMV, we tracked the re-

activation of mCMV in a variety of tissues from mice 72 hours following whole-

body irradiation (WBI) (63 days following mCMV infection). In addition we 

infected a parallel group of mice that were likewise rested, then irradiated, but 

from which organs were harvested 7 days following WBI. As shown in Figure 24. 

mCMV reactivation was dosage, tissue, and time dependent following WBI. Copy 
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Figure 24: Latent mCMV reactivation in liver and ki dney following whole body irradiation  

Mice with latent mCMV were subjected to WBI at the indicated doses. Organs were harvested on 
either day 3 or day 7 following radiation, and tissues were subjected to DNA extraction and qPCR 
for mCMV specific DNA. A) Results from kidney. B) Results from liver. N ≥ 3 mice per organ per 
time point. Tukey multiple comparisons shown. Dashed line represents limit of detection. 
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Figure 25: Acute mCMV reactivation following WBI is  resolved within 30 days.  

A) Results of qPCR of mCMV in spleen following WBI, as in Fig. 16. B) Percent of m45+ CD8 T 
cells in PBMC at day 30 post WBI at various doses. 1-way ANOVA = ns.  C) Percent of m139+ 
CD8 T cells in PBMC at day 30 post WBI at various doses. 1-way ANOVA = **.  No significant 
post-tests. (B-C) n ≥ 8. Dashed line represents limit of detection. 
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 numbers of mCMV were highest in the liver at 2Gy, while spleen and kidney only 

displayed a significant increase mCMV copy number at 4Gy. Notably, the acute 

mCMV-specific m45 tetramer positive population did not disproportionately inflate 

in 4Gy vs. 0Gy exposed mice either 3 days or 30 days following irradiation. The 

same was true for m139 inflating population of mCMV responding CD8 T cells 

(Figure 25B-C). In addition, we note that reactivated titers were already declining 

in spleen at day 7 post-WBI (Figure 25A). While the long-term influence of WBI-

induced reactivation cannot be completely discounted, we found no evidence of a 

state of enhanced lifelong reactivation initiated by IR. 

4.3.3 Long-term homeostasis of Naïve T cell populat ions is affected 

by IR dose in mCMV+ mice.   

 We next examined the long-term homeostasis of PBMC populations 

following radiation and through the aging process. Because mCMV potentially 

influences the homeostasis of Naïve T cells, we focused on this population.  
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Figure 26: Homeostasis of Naïve CD8 T cells over li fetime in mCMV+ mice.  
A) Percent of CD* Naïve T cells in PBMC of mCMV+ mice over lifetime. N ≥ 8 mice per group per 
time point. WBI occurred 30 days prior to the first time point.  B) As in (A), adjusted to the count of 
lymphocytes per ul of blood. C) Percent of CD* Naïve T cells Ki-67 high (cycling) over lifetime. 
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Figure 27: Homeostasis of Naïve CD4 T cells over li fetime in mCMV+ mice.  
A) Percent of CD4 Naïve T cells in PBMC of mCMV+ mice over lifetime. N ≥ 8 mice per group per 
time point. WBI occurred 30 days prior to the first time point.  B) As in (A), adjusted to the count of 
lymphocytes per ul of blood. C) Percent of CD4 Naïve T cells Ki-67 high (cycling) over lifetime.  
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Percentages of Naïve CD8’s through life declined steadily in all mCMV+ 

radiation groups (Figure 26A). Surprisingly, radiation dose appeared to affect 

percentage of Naïve T cells until at least 15 months of age in both cohorts. 

Counts of Naïve CD8 T cells were greatly influenced by radiation dose, but only 

the broadest patterns were apparent when cohorts were overlaid. At 4Gy, 

mCMV+ CD8 Naïve counts fluctuated wildly over time, while 1Gy and 2Gy 

groups tended to remain steady (Figure 26B). While radiation dosage was neatly 

and directly correlated to the percentage of Ki-67 high peripheral Naïve CD8 T 

cells during the early repopulation phase, the fluctuations in CD8 Naïve count 

were not reflected in the cycling portion of peripheral cells. Rather, all groups 

showed an increased percentage of Ki-67 high expressing peripheral Naïve CD8 

T cells at 15 months, with a subsequent crash by 19 months (Figure 26C). This 

late proliferation burst was noted in both cohorts, and could be related to the 

ultimate age-associated decline in thymic function (303).  

 Percentages of CD4 Naïve T cells held fairly steady until the 15 months of 

age, after which they reduced precipitously in all groups (Figure 27A). The 

decline was less dramatic in CD4 Naïve T counts, where again only the same 
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broad trends were apparent between groups: 4Gy mMCV+ mice tended to 

fluctuate more dramatically through time (Figure 27B). Peripheral cycling of 

Naïve CD4 T cells also peaked at 15 months, but remained high through the final 

time point (Figure 27C).   

 Overall, we noted that mCMV and radiation tended to greatly increase the 

variability of PBMC counts, both within groups and across time.  

 We also followed other peripheral lymphoid cell types over time, including 

NK, NKT, gdT, B cells, and the T cell subsets already mentioned. While many of 

these trends are interesting from a radiobiological or strictly aging standpoint, no 

trend definitively revealed a unique homeostatic defect in the most WNV 

vulnerable group: mCMV+ 4Gy mice. Therefore many of these results will be 

omitted here, but will be explored in future endeavors in collaboration with the 

Radiation Effects Research Foundation. 

4.3.4 Radiation dose in youth has a small effect on  vaccine-

generated T cell production in aged mice.  

 We next examined whether radiation dose, mCMV, or a combination 

thereof, affects the production of WNV specific CD8 T cells following RWN  
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Figure 29: RWN vaccine-specific T cell generation i n aged mice exposed to WBI in youth.  

A) Counts of NS4B tet+ CD8 T cells in PBMC on day 7 following RWN vaccination. n ≥ 8. AVX = 
adult vaccinated controls. “N” =mCMV- mice, “I” = mCMV+ mice.  B) Counts of NS4B+ CD8 T 
cells in mCMV+ mice as in A, from combined cohorts, normalized to 0Gy controls.  1-way ANOVA 
= ns. C) Percent of Ki-67 hi, NS4B tet+ CD8 T cells as in A. D) Percent of Ki-67 hi in mCMV+ 
mice from combined cohorts, normalized to 0Gy controls. 1-way ANOVA = ns. Results of 
Dunnet’s Multiple comparison shown.  
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Figure 30: SLEC and MPEC portions of RWN vaccine ge nerated T cells in aged mice 
exposed to WBI in youth.  

A) Percent of SLEC NS4B tet+ CD8 T cells in PBMC on day 7 following RWN vaccination. n ≥ 8. 
AVX = adult vaccinated controls. “N” =mCMV- mice, “I” = mCMV+ mice. Numbers indicate WBI 
dosage received in youth in Gy.  B) Percent of SLEC NS4B+ CD8 T cells in mCMV+ mice as in A, 
from combined cohorts, normalized to 0Gy controls.  1-way ANOVA = *. Results of Dunnet’s 
Multiple comparison shown.  C) Count of SLEC NS4B tet+ CD8 T cells as in A. D) Count of 
MPEC NS4B in mCMV+ mice from combined cohorts, normalized to 0Gy controls. 1-way ANOVA 
= *. No significant multiple comparisons.   
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vaccination. We reasoned that, if aging, radiation, and mCMV had acted in 

concert to limit the replicative ability of Naïve T cells by increasing senescence, 

RWN would be unable to elicit a population of effector CD8 T cells. CD8 T cells 

would be perhaps equally limited if CD4 T cells were unable to provide help. In 

order to gauge the effects of aging in relation to WBI and mCMV, we vaccinated 

a group of young adult (12 weeks) C57BL/6 mice in parallel (AVX).  Further, we 

used a tetramer against the immunodominant WNV CD8 target epitope Non-

Structural protein B (NS4B) to identify vaccine-specific T cells (304).  

 While age made a significant difference in the expansion of NS4B-specific 

T cells, the effects of radiation, mCMV, and the combination of the two had 

minimal effects (Figure 29A-B). Interestingly, the dividing portion (Ki-67 hi) of 

NS4B CD8 T cells was significantly lower in mCMV+ 4gy group compared to 

mCMV+ 0Gy (Figure 29C-D), although overall counts were not significantly 

different.  

To examine the RWN memory formation potential, we further determined 

fractions and concordance of Memory Precursor cells (MPEC) and Short-Lived 

Effector cells (MPEC) through CD127 and KLRG1 expression on day 7 following  
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Figure 31: PRNT of RWN vaccine-induced antibody in aged mice exposed to WBI in youth.  

A) PRNT vs. WNV of serum on day 60 following RWN vaccination (Age = 21 months). Adult = 
pooled adult vaccinated controls, “N” =mCMV- mice, “I” = mCMV+ mice. Numbers indicate WBI 
dosage received in youth in Gy. B) As in (A). 2-way ANOVA: mCMV infection = ns, radiation dose 
= ns. 
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RWN vaccination in the NS4B tet+ CD8 T cell population(34). By percentage, 

portions of MPEC in mCMV+ 4Gy group were disproportionately high, although 

they paradoxically matched the control group with 100% survival: vaccinated 

adult mice (AVX) (Figure 30A). Although this effect was robust in the context of 

combined and normalized cohorts (Figure 30B), counts of SLEC in peripheral 

blood of AVX were much more numerous: averaging 125 cells per ul for AVX vs 

50 for 4Gy mCMV+ mice (Figure 30C). Combined cohort counts of SLEC in 

mMCV+ mice were not significantly differently from one another (not shown.) The 

inverse population, MPEC, also did not significantly differ between groups of 

mCMV+ mice. (Figure 30D). Thus, RWN–specific T cell proliferation and 

differentiation was affected by WBI in youth, but this effect is unlikely to be the 

complete explanation of increased lethality in the mCMV+ 4Gy group.  

4.3.5 Radiation dose in youth has no discernable ef fect on the 

generation of viable antibody following vaccination  in aged mice.  

 Because antibody has a profound effect on WNV survival following 

vaccination, we examined the efficacy of RWN antibody production through 

PRNT at day 60 following RWN vaccination. Although age again showed a 

profound effect on the neutralizing power of antibody produced (Figure 31A), 
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radiation dose and mCMV had a minimal effect both alone and in combination 

(Figure 31B).  

4.3.6 Whole body radiation in youth affects the pol yfunctional 

potential of vaccine-generated T cells in aged mice . 

In order to determine the long-term effects of radiation on T cell function, 

mice were also subjected to peptide stimulation following RWN vaccination and 

memory maturation. mCMV+ mice that received any dose of radiation in youth 

showed substantially different patterns of cytokine production compared to 0Gy 

controls (Figure 32). Mice who received no irradiation tended to produce an 

excess of Gzb+ IFNγ+ polyfunctional cells, while those who received irradiation 

were only able to produce GzB+ or IFNγ independently. However, the 4Gy 

mCMV+ group was not excessively different from the other groups who received 

lower doses of WBI in youth, suggesting that a polyfunctional defect may not be 

the cause of excess lethality in the mCMV+ 4Gy group.  
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4.3.7 Radiation dose in youth has no discernable ef fect on the 

quantity of standing vaccine-generated memory T cel ls in aged mice.  

 Indications from day 7 following RWN vaccination suggested that both the 

cycling potential and the SLEC potential of the vaccine-induced NS4B effector 

populations were altered by WBI in youth. In order to examine the overall effect 

of these differences, we examined the resting NS4B memory CD8 T cell 

population in PBMCs 60 days following vaccination. The slight differences seen 

at the height of RWN response did not translate into any differences in 

proportions or counts of standing NS4B memory T cells (Figure 33A).  

Examination of ki-67 revealed that homeostatic proliferation of standing memory 

cells was not affected by age, radiation, or mCMV status (Figure 33B). 

4.3.8 Radiation dose in youth affects the T cell re call response 

against WNV in mCMV+ mice.  

 We next examined the NS4B tet+ T cell response to WNV challenge.  In 

order to control for vaccination and age, we included two more groups of 

controls: Adult mice (< 5 months) who had never received vaccination (ANV), 

and age-matched old mice who had never received vaccination (ONV). 
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Figure 32: CD8 T cell polyfunction following RWN va ccination in aged mice is hindered by 
any dose of radiation in youth.  

mCMV+ mice were bled (≤ 50ul) 45 days following RWN vaccination (Age = 20 months) and 
subjected to ex vivo WNV-specific peptide pool stimulation in the presence of Brefeldin A. Shown 
are percentages CD8 T cells manufacturing each product subtracted from that percentage  in 
non-stimulated Brefeldin A parallel controls. n ≥ 8. Results of Bonferroni post-tests between 0Gy 
and 4Gy shown. 
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Figure 33: Quantity of RWN vaccine-generated standi ng memory T cells in aged mice is 
not dependent on WBI in youth.  

A) Count of standing NS4B tet+ CD8 T cells in PBMC on day 60 following RWN vaccination. n ≥ 
8. AVX = adult vaccinated controls. “N” =mCMV- mice, “I” = mCMV+ mice. Numbers indicate WBI 
dosage received in youth in Gy. B) Portion of Ki-6 high expressing (dividing) NS4B cells, as in A. 
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Figure 34: Recall response of NS4B tet+ memory  T c ells in aged mCMV+ mice is 
differentially affected by WBI dose in youth.  

A) Count of standing NS4B tet+ CD8 T cells in PBMC on day 8 following WNV infection. n ≥ 8. 
AVX = adult vaccinated controls, ONV = Age-matched, non vaccinated controls, ANV = young 
adult (14 weeks) non-vaccinated controls,  “N” =mCMV- mice, “I” = mCMV+ mice. Numbers 
indicate WBI dosage received in youth in Gy. B) Representative flow plot of CD8+ T cells gated 
on NS4B tet+ T cells. C) As in (A) from combined cohorts normalized to 0Gy controls. 1-way 
ANOVA = *. D) Portion of Granzyme B high expressing NS4B tet+ cells as in (A). 1-way ANOVA 
= ns. E) Portion of Ki-67 high expressing NS4B tet+ cells as in (A). 1-way ANOVA = ns.     
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Perhaps surprisingly, mCMV+ mice that received 4Gy WBI in youth made 

significantly more NS4B Effector cells than Adult mice that had received 

vaccination (Figure 34A). However, a similar increase in NS4B specific CD8 T 

cells was seen in old mice in the absence of mCMV, relative to their adult 

counterparts after RWN vaccination and challenge, and this is likely due to 

superior Ab formation in adult mice that prevents CD8 activation(183). Although 

mCMV+ status outside of the context of radiation affected the T cell response to 

WNV, these differences were not apparent between any radiation dose and 0Gy 

controls in the mCMV+ group (Figure 34C).  The differences in Ki-67 status 

observed following RWN were not recapitulated in the recall response (Figure 

34D), nor was the difference in representation of Granzyme B producing cells 

(Figure 34E).  

4.3.9 mCMV status and radiation dose in youth addit ively affect the 

differentiation of CD4 T cell recall responses.  

 Because WNV elicits a uniquely profound Granzyme production in CD4 T 

cells (184), we examined the role of CD4 T cells in PBMC at day 8 following 

WNV challenge. The population of Effector CD4 T cells actively cycling (Ki-67 

high) and expressing high levels of Granzyme B were uniquely expanded in 
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mCMV+ mice exposed to 4Gy of radiation in youth (Figure 35A). This trend was 

robust to data from combined cohorts (Figure 35B). Likewise, the percentage of 

these cells was significantly higher in 4Gy mMCV+ mice (Figure 35C), and this 

trend was apparent in the total number of effector CD4 T cells (Figure 35D). 

Notably, vaccinated adult controls recruited almost no Effector CD4 T cells into a 

Granzyme producing mode compared to all other groups, including non-

vaccinated adults. It may be tempting to speculate that these cells are 

immunopathogenic. 

4.3.10 mCMV reactivates disproportionately during W NV challenge in 

mice that received 4Gy WBI in youth.  

 Although the erosion of immune resources over life span is an established 

method by which mCMV may compromise the elderly immune system, it is 

possible that mCMV also opportunistically reactivates during WNV challenge. 

Thus, mCMV specific cells might compete for resources with WNV-specific cells 

during challenge. 

We examined the Granzyme content of m139 tet+ (mCMV specific) CD8 T 

cells at 19 months (before RWN vaccination and WNV challenge), and also 

during the height of WNV challenge. The Granzyme content of m139 tet+ cells 
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was significantly enhanced during WNV challenge in all mCMV+ groups. Further, 

mice that received 4Gy of WBI in youth exhibited high Granzyme content in 

m139 tet+ cells compared to lower radiation dose groups (Figure 36A).   

We further examined the Ki-67 high portion of m139 cells as a proxy of 

cell cycling at two late-life time points at which the immune system should be 

unchallenged and thus relatively quiescent: 19 months and at 60 days following 

RWN vaccination (21 months). These time points displayed levels of cycling 

m139 tet+ cells that were not significantly different from one another, and match 

closely with the lifetime averages. However, during WNV challenge, the portion 

of cycling m139 tet+ cells approximately doubled (Figure 36B), regardless of 

radiation dose. This suggests that early life radiation dose does not affect mCMV 

reactivation under infectious stress.  
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Figure 35: CD4 Effector response during WNV challen ge in aged mCMV+ mice is affected 
by radiation dose in youth.  

A) Count of CD4 EM T cells both Granzyme B high and Ki-67 high in PBMC on day 8 following 
WNV infection. n ≥ 8. AVX = adult vaccinated controls, ONV = Age-matched, non vaccinated 
controls, ANV = young adult (14 weeks) non-vaccinated controls,  “N” =mCMV- mice, “I” = 
mCMV+ mice. Numbers indicate WBI dosage received in youth in Gy. B) As in (A) from combined 
cohorts normalized to 0Gy controls. C) Percentage of CD4 Effector GzB high Ki-67 high in 
mCMV+ mice, as in (A). D) Count of total CD4 Effector cells in mCMV+ groups, as in (A). (B-D) 
results of Dunnet’s post-test shown.  
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Figure 36: m139 tet+ CD8 T cells display hallmarks of mCMV+ reactivation during WNV 
challenge.  
A) MFI of Granzyme B in mCMV+ mice at 19 moths of age, and during WNV challenge . Shown 
are the results of 2-Way ANOVA for time point (top) and Bonferroni post-test between radiation 
groups. B) Portion of Ki-67 high (cycling) m139 tet+ cells at 19 months, 60 days post RWN (21 
months) or day 8 post-WNV challenge (8 days later). Results of 2-way ANOVA for time point = 
***. 
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SECTION 4.4 – DISCUSSION 

 Our work implies that the presence of latent CMV during WBI exposure in 

youth permanently alters the trajectory of immune aging. This additive effect was 

not borne out in any specific immune defect, as no one aspect of WNV immunity 

was specifically lacking in the 4Gy mCMV+ group.  

Rather, there remain several possibilities for their enhanced sensitivity to 

WNV challenge. Based on the uniquely high number of responding CD4 T cells 

recruited into a Granzyme-producing mode in mCMV+ 4Gy mice, and the 

established role of CD4 cytotoxicity in WNV infection, reduced WNV control and 

enhanced WNV titer could be at play. The fact that RWN vaccinated adults boast 

100% survival, yet elicit almost no CD4 Granzyme activity during WNV infection, 

favors this argument. Two scenarios might explain this: that CD8 T cells lack 

some crucial cell killing function in this experimental group, or that mCMV+ 4Gy 

mice lacked proper antibody control, resulting in higher effective titer. That 

neither WNV PRNT results nor Granzyme production in functional tests of CD8 T 

cells was uniquely deficient in the 4Gy mCMV+ group argues equally against 
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both of these explanations. CD4 GzB-hi cells could also be pathogenic by 

damaging the CNS in the context of WNV challenge.  

An alternative hypothesis is that mCMV+ reactivation in this group 

effectively splits immune resources during WNV infection. As there is no 

evidence that mCMV was already reactivating in this group prior to WNV 

infection, and as such a factor would be unlikely to synchronize within a group or 

occur in separate cohorts, mCMV is implicated as the opportunist in this 

scenario. Although this is somewhat counter-intuitive, considering that general 

anti-viral immune responses should minimize this effect, CMV is known to 

reactivate due to a variety of cellular and systemic stressors. The observed 

results might also be explained by m139 tet+ CD8 T cells cross-reacting with one 

or more WNV peptide. A genomic BLAST algorithm comparison of m139+ 

peptide sequence to the translated WNV genome results in no real matches. In 

addition, m139+ cells were not disproportionately active following RWN (not 

shown), which lacks only capsid genetic material compared to WNV, but contains 

the remainder of the viral genome. Although it is possible that RWN titer is not 

sufficient to trigger cross-reactivity in m139+ T cells, current evidence points to 

reactivation. Experiments are underway to formally test this hypothesis.  
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The enhanced activation of CD4 GzB producing cells in the 4Gy mCMV+ 

group also implies a variety of immune imbalances we did not foresee, and 

therefore for which we did not test. Certainly, virally subverted MHC-I 

presentation might cause enhanced CD4 cytotoxic behavior. There is no 

established mechanism for MHC-I down regulation due to WNV, but a variety of 

MHC-I reducing mechanisms are known for mCMV infection. However, the 

scenario of mCMV reducing MHC-I presentation for WNV requires that both 

viruses inhabit the same cell. Other scenarios leading to this same end include 

defective cross-presentation, or a lengthening of the time period for APC 

presentation due to defective CTL killing. We are left with the possibility of using 

CD4 Granzyme activity as a predictor of WNV outcome, whatever the underlying 

cause. 

How mCMV was able to uniquely reactivate in 4Gy group is unknown. It is 

possible that the dose dependent reactivation following WBI resulted in a greater 

or more broadly distributed standing latent mCMV titer in 4Gy mice. We 

examined this possibility in mCMV+ mice that had received 4Gy of radiation and 

were then rested for approximately 4 months. We were unable to find any 
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increased baseline titer of mCMV. However, because of the extremely low levels 

of latent mCMV, this is by no means definitive.   

mCMV may limit late-life immunity by restricting the Naïve repertoire over 

time. IR might also constrict T cell repertoire. Although Naïve NS4B responding 

cells were apparently abundant enough in both cohorts to mount a vaccination 

response, the Naïve repertoire may have been constricted by both mCMV and 

radiation, such that the polyclonal response of the CD8 or CD4 T cell population 

was limited. This might explain the enhanced counts of RWN induced NS4B T 

cells in the mCMV+ 4Gy group: NS4B tet+ CD8 T cells were one of only a few 

clones present to respond. This hypothesis requires repertoire analysis of the 

4Gy mCMV infected group. Samples were taken from the initial cohort for just 

such an experiment, and are currently kept in -80C conditions.    

With regard to the intersection of DNA damage and aging, there was little 

evidence that radiation influenced the long-term proliferative potential of T cells. 

A small deficiency in KI-67 portion of the NS4B tet+ population following RWN in 

the 4Gy mCMV+ group was apparently overcome during WNV infection.  

Although we did not directly address the confounder of cancer incidence, 

as one may expect from a study of the long-term effects of radiation, control 
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groups dispelled this concern for the overall findings: age matched mice who 

received identical radiation exposure in youth, but who were mCMV(-), fared no 

worse from WNV challenge in old age than mice who never received any 

radiation. Moreover, our animals were analyzed macroscopically at necropsy and 

we did not notice an increased cancer incidence in mCMV+ mice. Given that the 

causal or modifying influence of CMV on human cancer is an emerging research 

area, the possibility of interaction cannot be completely dismissed. However, any 

correlation between mCMV presence and cancer incidence would not clearly 

establish this as a cause of WNV sensitivity. Just as likely, enhanced 

immunosenescence would likely lead to an increase in cancer incidence, and 

thus cancer might easily be symptomatic of an underlying immune defect. 

Although we were consistently able to detect subtle and IR dose 

dependent differences in percentages of a variety of cell groups over time, the 

variation of PBMC counts between mice and between time points created such 

noise, that we could discern only the broadest trends in longitudinal counts. 

While PBMC counts as rendered here are more than capable of detecting 

differences due to infection or depletion, the exposition of subtle homeostatic 

trends in peripheral blood over a lifetime may require more frequent bleeds, and 
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some degree of statistical focusing. Alternatively, we noted that count fluctuations 

were introduced through mCMV infection, and that these fluctuations tended to 

worsen in the 4Gy mCMV+ group. It is therefore possible that such noise is not a 

symptom of inadequate experimental design, but is in fact a real biological 

symptom of latent CMV infection and radiation exposure. If either mCMV or IR 

were to permanently interfere with the rate or synchronicity of lymphoid trafficking 

to peripheral blood, this in itself would have dire consequences for immunity, yet 

would remain nearly undetectable in a longitudinal design of this scale. Mice 

must be bled relatively infrequently and the act of taking blood influences the 

count of a bleed that follows too closely afterward. Further work is needed to 

examine the long-term trafficking consequences of both conditions.  

The implications for radiation policy, long-term treatment of WBI exposed 

individuals, and the design of future radiation studies is clear: latent CMV 

exacerbates the long-term effects of radiation exposure. Therefore, CMV positive 

individuals are at greater life-time risk following exposure. Further, without the 

inclusion of CMV, radiation studies will likely underestimate the long-term 

immune effects of radiation on human populations.   
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS  

SECTION 5.1 – CHROMATIN STATE AND RADIOSENSITIVITY 

 Our work yields many important conclusions regarding chromatin state 

and the radiosensitivity of lymphocytes.   

• CD8 EM T cells are radioresistant compared with their Naïve or CM 

counterparts. 

• This radioresistance is not due to Bcl-2 family member protein 

concentrations, as previously thought. 

• Lymphocytes initiate repair of DSB quickly, even when kept under 4C 

conditions. 

• The speed of DSB binding and early γH2AX marking correlates with survival 

of T cells following IR.  

• Radioresistance across T cell subsets is predicted by chromatin state.  

• Pharmaceutical relaxation of chromatin state with Valproic acid (VPA) 

increases survival of lymphocytes following DSB-causing stimuli, including 

IR.  

Collectively, these conclusions imply that chromatin state has another role in 

cellular health. In addition to its traditional influence over chromosome 
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mechanics, and its established role in gene expression, chromatin state also 

tunes the kinetics of global DSB repair. In this way, global chromatin state 

influences survival in the context of DNA damaging agents.  

 Though these conclusions strongly imply that VPA operates by opening 

chromatin and increasing the kinetics of DNA repair, direct evidence to prove this 

mechanism requires further experimentation. We propose that DNA should be 

isolated from paired VPA-treated or untreated lymphocyte samples at various 

time points following IR. These samples should then be subjected CHEF 

electrophoresis (305). If VPA treated samples contained much less fragmented 

DNA at earlier times following IR, this experiment would provide clear evidence 

that opening chromatin directly influences the kinetics of DSB repair. Though no 

clear quantitation method could be applied to the resulting gel, an obvious 

qualitative difference can likely be generated under higher doses of IR.    

In addition, further in vivo experimentation is required to verify that VPA is 

an effective post-exposure treatment for WBI. Longitudinal experiments that 

examine both the quantity and quality of T cells from mice subjected to WBI and 

VPA treatment are necessary.  
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SECTION 5.2 – CMV AND CD8 EM T CELL RADIOSENSITIVITY 

 Our work examining the influence of latent CMV infection on CD8 T cell 

radiosensitivity yielded several conclusions:  

•  When examined as a whole, T cells fitting the surface marker definition of 

CD8 EM from mCMV positive mice were more radiosensitive compared to 

their CMV counterparts.  

• The same enhanced radiosensitivity was found in CD8 EM T cells sampled 

from hCMV positive humans.  

• The CD8 EM T cell population in mCMV+ mice contains a detectably higher 

portion of activated cells than the same population from mCMV- mice.  

• T cells fitting the surface marker definition of CD8 EM, but which have not 

yet matured to full memory status, are more radiosensitive than those that 

have fully matured.  

• The enhanced radiosensitivity of the CD8 EM T cell population in mCMV+ 

mice is due to the presence of such activated cells.  

• These surface markers predict radiosensitivity in T cells outside of the 

context of CMV.  
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• mCMV slows the initial repopulation of Naïve CD8 and CD4 T cells following 

WBI. 

Collectively, these conclusions imply that relying on lymphoid populations 

for post-radiation dosimetry is fraught with confounders. This is because 

recent activation status alters T cell radiosensitivity. Even if an exposed 

individual has a recent history devoid of new infection, CMV carrier status is 

enough to alter an individual’s relative T cell radiosensitivity.  

It is possible that the state of having recently divided, as is the case for 

maturing Effector (E) cells, could alter radiosensitivity. Because cell division 

is known to repair standing DNA damage, a categorical increase in 

radiosensitivity following cell division would be surprising. Experimental 

proof is necessary to establish that E to EM maturation, and not recent 

division, is responsible for the observed increase in radiosensitivity. If mice 

were fed BrdU over time, recently divided T cells could be distinguished by 

flow cytometry (FCM). Radiosensitivity differences between BrdU+ and 

BrdU- cells from identical populations in identical mice could be quantified. 

However, under these circumstances, a false positive result is probable. 

This is because the presence of BrdU in the genome of recently divided 
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cells would likely interfere with the potential for DNA repair by its very 

presence. Therefore, the ratio of radiosensitivity from the BrdU+ portion of 

two cell populations, would need to be compared statistically to the ratio of 

radiosensitivity of the BrdU- portion of those same populations. Thus, 

Surviving Fraction (SF) of CD8 EM BrdU+ / (SF) of CD8 Naïve BrdU+ would 

be compared in a T-test to (SF) of CD8 EM BrdU- / (SF) of CD8 Naïve BrdU-

. In this way, the negative influence of BrdU on DNA repair could be factored 

out.  

Further work is also needed to establish the cause of decreased Naïve T 

cell repopulation in mCMV+ mice following WBI. Though no defect in 

peripheral division was detected, several prominent possibilities remain: 

mCMV might directly infect the thymus following WBI. Alternatively, systemic 

inflammatory signals due to mCMV reactivation might slow the maturation of 

thymocytes, or their migration and survival in the periphery. Finally, 

repopulating Naïve T cells might leave the periphery to deal with reactivated 

mCMV in a variety of organs. In addition, the increased risk of opportunistic 

infection due to this Naïve T cell delay should be quantified. To begin to 

address these issues, an initial experiment would involve a cohort of 
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mCMV+ and mCMV- mice. One-half of the cohort would be irradiated. 

Following this, mice from each group could be sacrificed for thymic mCMV 

viral burden and FCM of thymocytes at day 5 following irradiation. Other 

animals from each group would be subjected to challenge with a potentially 

lethal pathogen 2 weeks post WBI. In this way, we could potentially rule out 

viral reactivation in the thymus itself, compare the maturation of thymocytes 

in mCMV+ and mCMV- mice following IR, and quantify the additional risk 

afforded by mCMV on opportunistic infection post WBI.   
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SECTION 5.3 – THE INFLUENCE OF MCMV ON THE LONG TERM 

EFFECTS OF RADIATION EXPOSURE 

 Our work examining the influence of latent CMV infection revealed several 

conclusions:  

• The combination of higher-dose sub-lethal WBI and latent mCMV infection 

in youth, reduce survival from a post-vaccination challenge with WNV in 

late life.  

• This reduction in survival does not directly correlate to any obvious 

homeostatic defect in any immune population examined, including CD8 

and CD4 Naïve, EM and CM T cells, NK, NKT, gdT, and B cells. 

• This reduction in survival also does not directly correlate to any obvious 

defect in vaccination-induced Ab production or efficacy. 

• This reduction in survival also does not directly correlate to any obvious 

defect in T cell response to vaccination.  

• The proportion of CD4 T cells producing Granzyme B during WNV 

infection does correlate with survival by experimental group.  
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• mCMV appears to reactivate during WNV challenge. The Granzyme 

production by mCMV-specific T cells during WNV challenge inversely 

correlates with survival.  

These conclusions imply that the presence of mCMV during radiation 

exposure profoundly influences the long-term outcome of exposed individuals. As 

no significant effects were seen due to irradiation outside of the context of CMV, 

our study further suggests that research involving the effects of WBI can no 

longer afford to omit CMV as a key modifier. 

Because this study examined a great variety of more common and expected 

immune defects, none of which ultimately correlated with survival, much remains 

to be done.   

The most pressing is to firmly establish whether the enhanced Granzyme 

activity and division of mCMV-specific T cells during WNV infection was due to 

true mCMV reactivation, cross-reactivity, or bystander effect. To this end, several 

experiments are necessary. Firstly, PBMCs from mCMV+ and mCMV- mice 

should be harvested and co-cultured for a brief time with DC2.4 cells previously 

fed live WNV. T cell activation, in the form of cytokine production, will be 
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quantified using FCM. In this way, cross-reactivation of mCMV-specific memory 

T cells with WNV epitopes can be directly tested and may be ruled out.  

Secondly, a cohort of mice that have previously cleared LM-OVA infection, and 

which also have latent mCMV, will be infected with WNV. From a portion of this 

cohort, mCMV titers will be established via qPCR from a variety of tissues during 

the height of WNV infection. In this way, reactivation of mCMV during WNV 

infection could be measured directly. 

Lastly, from the remainder of this same cohort, splenocyte samples will be 

taken during the height of the T cell response to WNV. A variety of mCMV-

specific tetramers in dual FCM panels with both NS4B and OVA tetramers will be 

used. Panels will contain Ab against both Ki-67 and Granzyme B. If both NS4B 

and mCMV-tetramer specific populations display increased Ki-67 and Granzyme 

activity, but OVA-tetramer positive populations do not, this will effectively rule out 

bystander activation.   

It is possible that reactivation of mCMV during WNV infection is conditional 

upon immune senescence. Therefore, the above cohort of mice should likely 

consists of both old (18 months) and adult (<6 months) mice.   
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SECTION 5.4 – SUMMARY  

Overall, this thesis has addressed important issues in radiosensitivity, the 

acute and long term effects of radiation on immune senescence, and the 

influence of latent viral infection on all of the above. Despite many new and 

germane conclusions, the above discussion clearly shows that much additional 

research will be needed to fully elucidate the interaction of radiation, aging, and 

CMV. 
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